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 Post-tonal American opera composer Miriam Gideon (1906-1996) completed a chamber 
opera, perhaps intended for television, titled Fortunato, based on a dark comic tragedy set in 
turn-of-the-20th-century, economically-ravaged Madrid. The expressive staged work follows the 
life of the unfortunate title character Fortunato in three operatic vignettes, each one becoming 
more desperate and moribund by the scene. A curious piece in Gideon’s oeuvre, the work 
remained unfinished, with a piano score for the complete work, but only a sample of her 
orchestration for Scene 1. This study examines the orchestration of Scene 1 as a template for 
creating an orchestration similar in style for the subsequent two scenes. After outlining her 
orchestrational tendencies in her work at large, and within the specific world of Fortunato, I 
conduct a close analysis of the ways in which she uses timbre and tone color of the individual 
instruments of the orchestra to inform my own orchestrational decisions for Scenes 2 and 3. 
Importantly this dissertation contains a substantial appendix with a full score to Gideon’s 
Fortunato and the accompanying orchestral parts to invite other performances of this work, one 
that deserves a permanent place in the canon of 21st century, contemporary (and post-tonal) 




 This dissertation is hardly a singular effort, and the entirety of this document and its 
supplements was made possible by a great number of people, performers, and institutions. While 
this dissertation would have been complete without a premiere performance, allowing me to hear 
the music in context did yield a secondary layer of edits in the engraving process, which has 
really resulted in a highly-polished orchestration of Forunato with updated engravings made 
possible by the meticulous markings of the members of my very own chamber ensemble, The 
Curiosity Cabinet. Each of the members has performed in a number of works under my baton, 
both of my own and of other composers, which created an incredibly lively, fun, and 
collaborative environment for putting Fortunato together, but also resulted in the critical 
commentary on the parts by experts on each instrument. This performance would have been 
impossible without the generous support of the CUNY Graduate Center through the Elebash 
Award, which funded the performance of Fortunato in May 2019, and I am greatly indebted to 
the performers involved, the production staff, and the support of CUNY for the funding to put 
my theory into practice.  
 Gideon’s wonderful opera would have been a mystery to me without the scholarship of 
Professor Stephanie Jensen-Moulton. She shared excerpts of her recently completed work on 
Fortunato in a class and I was quite taken with not only Gideon’s writing, but also the subject 
matter (genre, and size) of the work. Without her initial work on Fortunato my orchestration 
would not be possible. I was so thankful to have her also involved in the premiere performance 
in one of the vocal roles, and all of the time and energy she has spent guiding me through the 
process of writing and compiling this dissertation. As a composer, the words I wish to use are 
more often notes, rhythms, extended techniques, and sounds. Stephanie helped translate that 
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energy and passion into writing (composing) opera to orchestrating and analyzing Gideon’s 
Fortunato. 
 Lastly I owe great thanks and recognition to those who helped keep my spirits up in the 
final year of my degree. Lindsey Eckenroth, brilliant musicologist and original member of the 
Curiosity Cabinet, has been by my side diligently in the last part of this journey, and intricately 
knows details of my compositional and orchestrational tendencies. She has been essential to the 
editing process of the prose contained within this dissertation, and also was essential to the 
success of the premiere performance, and all the madness a performance generally entails. Jay 
Vilnai also deserves recognition and thanks for his help on completing some of the engraving of 
the piano-vocal score from Jensen-Moulton’s original, which was by no means a small task. 
Evan Moskowitz also deserves praise for his proofreading and help in formatting the final look 
of this grand project. And then there are those who simply listened to me as I needed to vent 
about to project, and those names are far too great in number to list, but I think Bennett Hoffman 
had to hear the very last of it.  
All this being said, this dissertation was the combined efforts of an entire village, and for 
that I am ever grateful.   
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Introduction: For the Love of Inner Voices 
 
 When considering how to define a composer’s voice—what differentiates one 
composer’s sound from another’s—dimensions of music that lend themselves to analysis come 
to mind: pitch construction, melodic/motivic content, overall harmonic progression, or form. 
Orchestration, instrumentation, and the ways in which individual timbres and colors are 
constructed in a composition, analogous to how painters, when working in the same medium, 
express themselves individually with certainty and unique style, are often-overlooked aspects of 
a distinct compositional voice. Miriam Gideon (1906–1996) is an American composer who was 
enamored of the human voice, and the majority of her compositions make use of the voice as a 
featured component.1 Her orchestrational techniques are exceptionally clean, almost Verdian in 
principle, where all orchestral resources support and reinforce the voice. Her only opera, 
Fortunato: An Opera in Three Scenes (1958), is a peculiar work within her collection, as it never 
received a premiere performance and was left incomplete.2 Despite her expansive creative output 
and prominent presence in the mid-century new music scene in New York, Gideon remains a 
relatively under-researched figure in American art music. Her style periods remain uncategorized 
and major works such as Fortunato have received limited attention from the scholarly 
 
1 Patricia Ann Bolnick, “An Analysis of Selected Vocal Music of Miriam Gideon” (MA thesis, University of 
Portland, 1991), 7-25. 
2 Gideon has left a finished handwritten manuscript consisting of a piano score for all three scenes, a sample 
orchestration of the first scene, and personal memoirs in the forms of sketches, notebooks, letters, newspaper 
clippings and the like collected around the time the piano/vocal score was completed. There is no plan for a 
complete performance of the work among Gideon’s papers, and unlike the vast majority of pieces in Gideon’s 
catalog, Fortunato was uncomissioned, as we learn from the composer herself in several letters and interviews.  
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community.3 Almost all of Gideon’s compositions from the late 1940s onward were 
commissioned and received both premieres and many subsequent performances, with many 
works also having additional arrangements and orchestrations to allow for further performance 
opportunities.4 It is clear from Gideon’s list of works and performances alone that Fortunato 
stands out as an anomaly—unperformed and incomplete, but deserving of detailed study.5 
 Gideon, while embracing the voice as a focal point of many of her works, wrote in a 
freely atonal pitch style,  especially in her mid and late periods, thus writing in an 
institutionalized, “elite” style typically gendered as masculine.6 Gideon’s style does not lack 
attention to detail and care: her score is detailed with expressive markings, articulation and 
phrasing indications, but makes use of a more  basic style of orchestration, where colors are 
 
3 Outside of the scholarship provided by Stephanie Jensen-Moulton, who offers an in-depth look into Fortunato in 
her “‘Sparring with Fate:’ Miriam Gideon's 1958 Opera Fortunato” (Ph.D. diss., Graduate Center, City University 
of New York, 2008) and engravings of Fortunato: An Opera in Three Scenes (piano-vocal score) and Fortunato: 
Orchestration of Scene 1 (A-R Editions, 2013), Fortunato has only been performed as a piano-vocal work with 
limited staging. Selected scenes have been presented as a part of a lecture-performance at the Jewish Music Forum 
(NYC, October 2006) and the Feminist Theory and Music Conference (Greensboro, N.C, May 2009), as cited in 
Stephanie Jensen-Moulton’s A-R Editions, Fortunato: An Opera in Three Scenes (2013). Fortunato has not been 
presented as a work for full orchestra and cast of singers prior to May 2019 (Elebash Recital Hall, CUNY Graduate 
Center, New York, N.Y.), which was the central goal of this dissertation: to premiere the work with a viable set of 
engraved parts and full score for the entirety of the opera. Generous funding from the Elebash Grant (CUNY 
Graduate Center) made the premiere performance of the orchestration of Scene 2 and 3 possible. Critical edits were 
made to both the scores and parts post-performance, incorporating the comments of the performing ensemble to the 
final edition included in this dissertation, found in Appendix X.  
4 Ellie M. Hisama, Gendering Musical Modernism: The Music of Ruth Crawford, Marion Bauer, and Miriam 
Gideon (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 112-7. 
5 Roberta Ann Chodacki, “Miriam Gideon, a Classified Catalog of Compositions” (MA thesis, University at 
Buffalo, SUNY, 1986), 11-15. 
6 Jensen-Moulton’s research on Gideon, through her investigation of Gideon’s personal writings, correspondence, 
and other effects illuminates, “…she functioned as primary breadwinner for her household, she chose to live and 
work in an urban (rather than suburban) environment, and she remained childless precisely during the period of the 
baby boom…” that her struggle with imposed gender norms with regard to her profession as an academic and 
composer is reflected in Gideon’s orchestrational treatment of the orchestration of Fortunato. Both her male and 
female characters have dynamic differences which are reinforced orchestrationally, but none her characters in 
Fortunato make use of excessively colorful extended vocal techniques which are associated with this academically 
oriented. They are instead more basic, relying more readily on standard techniques, but they are certainly not less 
clever. At the time Gideon was writing Fortunato during her middle period, her sound was considered to be more 
“manly” or “virile” [Carol Oja, Making Music Modern: New York in the 1920s (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2000), 225], likely due to the more bare-bones quality of the orchestration, relying more heavily on blending 
standard techniques rather than extended techniques.  
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combined creatively, rather than dressed-up with the extended techniques so common-place in 
the twentieth/twenty-first-century orchestral repertoire.7 Her piano reductions and sketches are 
blueprints from which she does not deviate when orchestrating her works for larger ensembles, 
and they give her music a strong sense of both vertical and horizontal motion. As a result, by 
maintaining the register in the piano reduction and effectively using instrumental families to help 
distinguish musical roles in each section (melody, countermelody, accompaniment, etc…) 
Gideon is able to create wonderful clarity in the finished orchestration of her works. 
 This study undertakes a focused analysis of Scene 1 of Gideon’s original orchestration of 
Fortunato from multiple angles: a discussion of the unique uses of basic instrumental colors, the 
use of sound effect and diegetic scoring techniques,8 examples and analysis of how she typically 
orchestrates within each instrumental family to help support the vocal parts and dramatic details 
of Fortunato, and lastly a detailed look at how Gideon writes for each individual instrument with  
distinctive orchestrational combinations in an effort to create a more immersive staged drama. 
Although an examination of her orchestrational techniques throughout her compositional career 
is important, and the study of her other works has reinforced my understanding of her style and 
sense of orchestration, this study will focus on Scene 1 of Fortunato. I argue that a composer 
does indeed try to make the sound world of a composition (especially a staged work) somewhat 
characteristic or identifiable, so the   decisions to orchestrate Scenes 2 and 3 in the way I did  
were reinforced and sculpted by Gideon’s orchestration of Scene 1.  
 
7 Alfred Blatter, Instrumentation and Orchestration, Second Edition (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997), 72-77. 
8 Diegetic music, or music that exists in the sound-world of the production, is often a consideration in film music. In 
Fortunato, Gideon in Scene 1 includes a “Street Music” cue as music heard outside of Alberto’s window, and Scene 
2, an extended moment where the Blind Man plays a guitar while begging the locals passing by. The inclusion of 
diegetic music far beyond the simplistic sound effect or foley sound occasionally included by the instrumental 
accompaniment: it blurs the role of underscoring and source music in an interesting and compelling way.  
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Fortunato is particularly emblematic of Gideon’s orchestrational tendencies and 
compositional interests. Due to the length of the work, programmatic details, and where it falls 
within her style periods, the opera is a particularly inviting work for making connections 
between these aforementioned musical dimensions and Gideon’s life. While the creative work 
chronologically surrounding Fortunato has informed some of the orchestration of the subsequent 
scenes, the detailed orchestrational analysis of the first scene completed by Gideon forms the 
basis of my orchestration of the subsequent two scenes. 
The three central goals of the dissertation are as follows: to produce a performance score 
and set of parts for the complete orchestration of Fortunato; to provide an informed 
interpretation of Gideon’s orchestrational voice in the final product of this three-scene opera; and 
to analyze Gideon’s orchestrational style in this piece to aid in the analysis of other works by 
Gideon written during her middle period. I argue that Gideon’s style divisions, which until now 
have not been partitioned in academic discourse, consist of three main periods: her early works 
(pre-1945), mid-period words (late 1940s–70s), and late works (late-1970s–96).  
Throughout her style periods, Gideon’s writing is particularly idiomatic for the voice and 
comfortable to sing due to the sympathetic nature of her orchestral writing; octave and unison 
doublings to reinforce the voice are hallmarks of her compositional style. The experiences of the 
composer impact the music the composer writes—art and life are in constant imitation of one 
another—and Gideon’s Fortunato theatrically displays rich insight into the world of this 
tragically undervalued composer. By orchestrating the final two Scenes, this dissertation resulted 
in the performance of Fortunato in its intended, fully orchestrated form in May 2019 in Elebash 
Recital Hall (CUNY Graduate Center, New York, N.Y.). 
 
 5 
Overview of the Dissertation 
 
The musical analysis undertaken in this dissertation primarily concerns timbre and 
instrumentation. As my project was the orchestration of Scenes 2 and 3 of Fortunato, this focus 
on tone color followed naturally from my efforts to emulate Gideon’s orchestrational style. 
(Additionally, the dimensions of pitch and rhythm in the music of Fortunato have been given 
thorough attention by Stephanie Jensen-Moulton in her dissertation.) Timbre therefore anchors 
my discussion of various aspects of the music—including its representational functions, its role 
in supporting the singers, and its crossing of the diegetic/non-diegetic boundary—and it is 
primarily through the lens of choices in instrumentation that I have highlighted Gideon’s 
particular adeptness as a composer.  
 Chapters 2-4 contain the bulk of the timbral analysis of Fortunato. I begin in Chapter 2 
by identifying the unique orchestrational details Gideon includes in her original Scene 1 that 
establish the opera’s timbral palette, as Gideon uses orchestration that supports the drama by 
defining the sound-world of Madrid. In Chapter 3, I inspect instrumentation choices that support 
the various ideés fixes in Fortunato which lend further detail to the characters. This chapter also 
makes note of instrumental underscoring techniques that supports the pitch content of the vocal 
writing, commonly scored in the interior orchestral voices.  Chapter 4 includes examples of 
Gideon’s less conventional scoring techniques, many of which create an interesting blending of 
diegetic and non-diegetic music. Scenes 2 and 3, while extant in piano reduction only, are full of 
flavor and detail in the areas of articulation, dynamics, phrasing, direction markings, and perhaps 
most importantly, melodic content. Because of the importance of Scene 1 in establishing the 
orchestrational template for Scenes 2 and Scene 3, I offer in Chapters 2-4 a detailed timbral 
analysis of Gideon’s transition from the piano/vocal score to the fully orchestrated Scene 1. 
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Chapter 5 offers a look into my orchestrations of Scenes 2 and 3 which makes use of the 
orchestrational considerations, techniques, and priorities Gideon set forth in Scene 1, all of which 
are to have the orchestration support the voice, as well as the drama.  
The appendices associated with this dissertation contain the updated engraving (and 
edits) to Gideon’s original materials, her orchestration of Scene 1 with updated edits, my 
orchestration of Scenes 2 and 3 in the form of a full score, a complete set of orchestral parts for 
all three scenes, and a detailed table marking all of the adjustments (both engraving and content) 
post-premiere performance in May 2019. Because this opera is not especially well known within 
the contemporary operatic canon, these scores provide essential resources as I embark on the 
timbral analyses contained within Chapters 2-5. 
   In Chapter 6, I outline the projects made possible by updated performance materials for 
Fortunato and discuss my own creative work on the opera Princess Maleine, which I composed 
while orchestrating Fortunato in anticipation of its premiere performance. The premiere of 
Princess Maleine followed in August 2019, and documentation and editing on Fortunato 
resumed to the point of completion at the end of that year. Maleine, included as the D.M.A. 
requirement of this dissertation, represents a substantive example of my own preferences as an 
orchestral composer, which undoubtedly color my work on both Scenes 2 and 3 of Fortunato. 
While Princess Maleine spans a full three operatic acts, the opera is nonetheless written for a 
chamber orchestration, and engages in many of the same practices as Gideon’s Fortunato.  
Biography of Gideon  
Miriam Gideon was a child of a two Bavarian Jewish immigrants, Henrietta Shoninger 
(b. 1867) and Abraham Gideon (b. 1867) who met, and later started a family, in Louisville, 
Kentucky. Both of her parents had an interest in teaching, especially her father, who also had a 
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strong interest and background in religious studies: “My father was a graduate of Hebrew Union 
College in Cincinnati [ 1890] and an ordained Rabbi [1894]. But, my father sort of drifted away 
from [religion]. He was interested in philosophy. As a matter of fact, after he was ordained, he 
studied philosophy”.9 Gideon’s Jewish heritage and the importance of scripture in her early life 
will later show in her compositional works, as many of her settings are of sacred Hebrew texts.  
Gideon’s first introduction to music was as a singer: “since neither of Gideon’s parents 
were musicians, her only musical training in those early years was at school, were, according to 
Gideon, children learned solfege.”10  Her opportunities were further limited by the family’s 
frequent relocations  - after the introduction of singing in primary school, Gideon didn’t have 
formal music lessons until she was eight when the family relocated to Chicago.11 By the time she 
was ten, she was skilled enough to audition into Hans Barth’s piano studio: “He gave me a 
Chopin piece that I didn’t know and I transposed it at sight before reading it through in the 
original key. I thought that was what he wanted. Of course he was doubly surprised and said he 
would take me on as a student and so he did.”12 While a student at Barth’s studio, Gideon lived 
with her Uncle Henry, who encouraged her talent for music13 and often had singers who would 
come to the residence for lessons, introducing Miriam to the genre of art song.14  
It was while she was living with Uncle Henry that Miriam first dabbled in composition, 
and notes that her second attempted text setting was what got her particularly interested in 
composition: “Finally, I was in my late teens I think, I wrote a song, and that seemed different 
 
9 Judith Shira Pinnolis, “A Conversation with Miriam Gideon (1906-1996): Sunday, June 19, 1977,” Musica 
Judaica: Journal of the American Society for Jewish Music 17 (2003-2004): 113-14, as quoted in Stephanie Jensen-
Moulton, “‘Sparring with Fate’: Miriam Gideon’s Opera Fortunato” (PhD diss., Graduate Center, City University of 
New York, 2008), 18. 
10 Ibid., 115, as quoted in Jensen-Moulton, 19. 
11 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 20. 
12 Linda Ardito, “Miriam Gideon: a Memorial Tribute,” Perspectives of New Music 34/2 (Summer 1996): 205. 
13 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 23. 
14 Ibid., 24-25. 
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from anything I’d written. It seemed really quite special. From that time on I was thoroughly 
engrossed in composing.”15 Upon graduating high school Gideon attended Boston University 
where she took some limited classes in counterpoint and took lessons in cello.16 
In 1926, Gideon’s father attempted suicide, which led her to move back to New York and 
get a job to help support the household. Miriam took classes at New York University, working 
toward a teaching certificate, and also took music lessons from Marion Bauer and composition 
lessons with Martin Bernstein.17  Gideon married Du Bois the following year, attracted by his 
flair for the poetic, but the match ended in 1933.18 It was during the early 1930s that Gideon’s 
compositional career began, and the works she wrote for the first ten years of her compositional 
career by in large exhibit traits of her early period: concentrating on chamber ensemble settings 
rather than the larger works that dominate her middle and late periods. Gideon studied with 
Lazar Saminsky, who was very interested in her development of as a musician and composer,  
and after three years of study with him, urged her to study with either Arnold Schoenberg or 
Roger Sessions, of whom she chose the latter.19 Sessions taught composition in group settings, 
giving Gideon the key opportunity to make valuable connection with composers in her point of 
study, in addition introducing her to key female voices like Amy Beach.20 Gideon studied with 
Sessions into 1943, who encouraged her in the late 30s to travel to Paris once more, this time to 
meet Nadia Boulanger, a monumental force on some of the most important 20th -century 
American compositional voices.  
 
15 Ardito, “Miriam Gideon,” 206. 
16 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 25-26. 
17 Ibid., 27. 
18 Ibid., 30. 
19 Ibid., 33. 
20 Ibid., 34.  
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The return from her trip in Paris in 1939, although she was unsuccessful in meeting 
Boulanger, marks the beginning of her middle period. According to Jensen-Moulton: “Gideon’s 
compositional style solidified during the period following her 1939 adventure in Paris.”21 George 
Perle, a theorist and friend, notes that Gideon “found her true compositional voice in ‘free 
atonality’ and did not continue into what for the Vienna School and its disciples was the next 
historical step, the twelve-tone system.”22 For a decade following the end of lessons with 
Sessions, Gideon taught at City University of New York’s Brooklyn College. In 1942, she 
furthered her studies in music and started a Masters degree in Musicology at Columbia 
University.23 The 1940s also mark an important point in Gideon’s career, as she finally had a 
number of key pieces published by American Composers Editions24 which dramatically 
increased the number of public presentations her music was receiving. In 1948, Gideon met her 
third husband, Fredric Ewen, who was an English professor and political socialist, and in the 
same year saw a wonderful influx of creative energy (a judgment I can make simply based on her 
increased compositional output). In 1955 both Gideon and Ewen lost their teaching appointments 
at Brooklyn College due to leftist political inclinations and were pressured to leave the institution 
completely.25 Gideon moved to a position at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in the 
same year. Her compositional career at this point subsisted on paid commissions, and “platonic 
commissions”: “one that doesn’t have any money attached to it…. In other words, somebody 
asks you to write something and they are going to perform it, which is great.”26 In the 1960s, her 
love for chamber ensembles blossomed into more ambitious orchestrations, including chamber 
 
21 Ibid., 37.  
22 George Perle, “A Tribute to Miriam Gideon,” memorial statement read at meeting of the American Academy and 
Institute of Arts and Letters, New York City, 1996. 
23 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 38.  
24 Ibid., 38. 
25 Ibid., 39-40. Cite also Mary Robb’s diss, which was entirely about this topic. 
26 Pinnolis, “A Conversation,” 124. 
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orchestras and large ensembles often involving text setting. Fortunato (1958) precedes this trend, 
placing the work in the later part of her middle period.  
 In 1967, Gideon began teaching composition at the Manhattan School of Music  and 
continued teaching there until 1991 while continuing her position at the Theological Seminary.27 
Her late period, which I argue is characteristic of her works in the 1980s, once again moved in 
the direction of text setting. Not one of her works in her late period is for instruments alone, truly 
showing her love for composition that integrates text of a religious capacity.28 Gideon continued 
to teach until Alzheimer’s forced her to stop, and the disease ended her life in 1996.  
Gideon’s Style Periods 
 
Mary Robb’s dissertation offers a significant contribution to the academic study of 
Miriam Gideon: a complete list of her works arranged chronologically and by instrumentation & 
form, spanning from 1928 to 1991.29 Robb divides the works by decade in her chronological 
listing, but additional value may be found in parsing this chronological listing into stylistic 
periods. For the purpose of this dissertation, whose focus is on orchestration, I will divide 
Gideon’s works into three periods (early, middle, and late) based on her choices in 
instrumentation and dramatic inclination (whether or not the piece involves theater or lyric/text 
elements).  
 
Early Works (1928-1940): Her early works were generally written for SATB or are for 
very small chamber ensembles, such as duo arrangements of violin and piano or solo 
piano - her Three Cornered Pieces (1935, multiple chamber arrangements) is an excellent 
example of this type of work. The majority of Gideons works in this period remain 
 
27 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 43. 
28 Ibid., 44-45.  
29 Robb, “Miriam Gideon.” 276-304. 
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unpublished. The early period is at first characterized by an emphasis on religious text 
setting,30 and moves to more secular material towards the 40s.   
 
Middle Works (1940-1980): Middle-period works are for larger chamber ensemble or 
orchestral forces, although some interest remains in writing for smaller ensembles during 
this time, such as duos and trios. Prior to 1940 Gideon had composed nothing for 
orchestra or string quartet, two standard ensembles for classically trained composers. 
Gideon’s middle period reflects a shift towards composition as a profession, comprising 
more works for such standard ensembles, and fewer passion projects or compositions 
limited by available instrumentation. Texts set during this period are from a variety of 
single sources, drawing from both sacred and secular.  In 1948, she was awarded the 
Bloch Prize for choral work for How Goodly Are Thy Tents, her setting of Psalm 84. 
Gideon’s first published works belong to this period, and demonstrate a higher general 
level of sophistication; her Sonnets from Shakespeare (1951) is the work of a 
significantly more confident artist.   
Late Works (1980-1991): For the final decade of her life, Gideon was interested in 
setting pre-existing texts as song cycles. As in her middle period, Gideon is interested in 
settings both secular, as in her 1981 song cycle Wing’d Hour, in which she sets the verse 
of Christina and Dante Rossetti and Walter de Mare. and sacred, in the following year’s 
Eishet Chayil (A Woman of Valor). Instrumentation during this time ranges from modest 
chamber orchestral forces to full orchestra, utilized to excellent effect in Spirit Above the 
 
30 Miriam Gideon, Incantation on an Indian Theme (1939). 
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Dust (1981), but all works during this time have a programmatic element, and there is no 
strictly “absolute” music. 
These divisions do not consider Gideon’s progression of harmonic language, or internal structure 
and form. Those considerations, while helpful in discussions of Gideon, are not central to this 
discussion of Fortunato. Fortunato (1958) resides in the middle part of Gideon’s middle period, 
and exhibits many of the characteristics outlined in the description above. While Gideon was 
always very practically minded with her projects composing with the performance in mind, 
Fortunato is an outlier in Gideon’s body of compositions, having only recently been performed 
in 2019. 31 As it is difficult to imagine any one work existing entirely apart from the rest of a 
composer’s output, Gideon’s compositions immediately preceding and following Fortunato are 
worth some attention, both as influences on Fortunato and works in their own right.  
Current State of Research 
 
 The most important literature for my project includes the publications of Stephanie 
Jensen-Moulton on Miriam Gideon,32 principally the edition of the piano-vocal score (Fortunato: 
An Opera in Three Scenes (1958)), the fully orchestrated first act (Fortunato: Orchestration of 
Scene 1) published through A-R Editions,33 and the transcription of Gideon’s personal diaries 
and musical-biographical analyses included in her Ph.D. dissertation, focused on Fortunato. 
 
31 Miriam Gideon, interview with Bruce Duffie, June 18, 1986.  Portions were used (along with recordings) on 
WNIB later that year and again in 1996.  An audio copy was placed in the Archive of Contemporary Music at 
Northwestern University. The transcription was made and posted to http://www.kcstudio.com/gideon.html in 2009.   
32 Stephanie Jensen-Moulton has written at length about Gideon, and outside of her crucial A-R Editions [Cite the 
AR editions] of Gideon’s Fortunato manuscripts, substantial analyses in her dissertation, “‘Sparing with Fate’: 
Miriam Gideon’s 1958 Opera Fortunato,” will be paramount to this dissertation, in addition to her smaller articles 
such as "On Music and Margins: Adrienne Fried Block and Miriam Gideon” (American Music Review, Fall 2009). 
33 Within the A-R editions of Fortunato, Jensen-Moulton discusses at length in the introduction Gideon’s 
instrumentation choices and the truncated ending, in addition to other pertinent details of Gideon’s life surrounding 
the creation of the opera, which are crucial details in my analyses of Fortunato. 
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Additional analyses and cataloguing by Mary Robb contain critical information for marking 
Gideon’s overall style-periods.34 
 Ellie Hisama’s Gendering Musical Modernism35 also serves as an essential text, given 
that she was the one of the first scholars to incorporate the personal writings and life of Gideon 
into her analysis of narrative works. Hisama principally examines Night is my Sister (1952, arr. 
1955 for voice and string trio) and Esther from Three Biblical Masks (1958, arr. 1960), which 
were written around the time of Fortunato (1958).  Gideon’s large-scale work Habitable Earth 
(1966) falls just outside the scope of this project, but important compositional elements with 
which she experimented in these works were also used in Fortunato.  The dissertations of Stella 
Bonilla36 and Loraine Sims have been very valuable to my overall research. 37 Anne-Margaret 
Petrie’s dissertation, which skillfully examines text-music relationships in Gideon’s vocal works, 
is a valuable resource helping to define Gideon’s style periods.38 
Regarding the technique of orchestration, and the analysis of Gideon’s particular style of 
orchestration, I will reference a variety of standard orchestration and instrumentation texts, from 
modern literature and texts by composers such as Samuel Adler39 or Henry Bryant40 to works 
contemporary with Gideon and published around the time she was composing Fortunato, such as 
Walter Piston’s book on orchestration.41 I also implement the methodology used in Chun-Hsein 
 
34 Mary Robb, “The Music of Miriam Gideon during the McCarthy Era, Including a Complete Catalogue of her 
Works” (Ph.D diss., University of Edinburgh, Scotland, 2012). 
35 Ellie M. Hisama, Gendering Musical Modernism: The Music of Ruth Crawford, Marion Bauer, and Miriam 
Gideon, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001. 
36 Stella Bonilla, “Miriam Gideon’s Cantata ‘The Habitable Earth’: A Conductor’s Analysis” (DMA thesis, 
Louisiana State University, 2003). 
37 Loraine Sims, “An Introduction to the Songs of Miriam Gideon” (DMA thesis, Louisiana State University, 1996).  
38 Anne-Margaret Petrie, “The Relationship of Music to Text in Selected Solo Vocal Works of Miriam Gideon” 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Oklahoma, 1990).  
39 Samuel Adler, The Study of Orchestration, 4th edition (New York: W.W. Norton, 2002). 
40 Henry Brant, Textures and Timbres: An Orchestrator’s Handbook (New York: Carl Fischer, 2009). 
41 Walter Piston, Orchestration (New York, W.W. Norton, 1955). 
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Chang’s42 work on the technique and function of orchestration in selected works of Debussy, as I 
will show that this methodology developed specifically for Debussy is extensible to Gideon’s 
work. I will also draw upon Nick Ramiak’s43 analytical survey of the orchestration of 
contemporary works from 1945 on, specifically the types of timbral transformations in works for 
orchestra, while Peter Robles’ writings on the orchestrational styles and propensities in the works 
of William Bolcom (Violin Concerto, 1984) and Jacob Druckman (Aureole, 1979) will also be 
helpful in the constructing a framework and methodology to the orchestration of Gideon’s final 
two scenes that mimic her distinct voice and style.44 Robbels’ work provides an analytical 
methodology to investigate the myriad orchestrational choices faced by a single composer in a 
single work; I could then use the results of this kind of analysis applied to the orchestrated first 
scene of Fortunato to guide my choices as I orchestrated the second and third. 
 Other critical source material includes personal memoirs and writing on Gideon by those 
who were close to her, such as Linda Ardito,45 Jane Weiner LePage,46 and composer and 
personal friend George Perle.47 Lastly, Gideon’s personal writings in journals and 
correspondence housed in the Miriam Gideon Papers at the New York Public Library, and items 
already restored and transcribed by Jensen-Moulton will be used to give further dimension to the 
recreation of the final two scenes of Fortunato.48 
 
42 Chun-Hsein Chang, “A study of the technique and function of orchestration in selected works of Claude Debussy: 
Prélude à l'après-midi d'un faune, Nocturnes, La mer, and Pelléas et Mélisande” (DMA thesis, University of North 
Colorado, 2002). 
43 Nick Ramliak, “Timbre and texture in twentieth-century orchestration techniques” (DMA Thesis, University of 
Miami, 1995). 
44 Peter Trevor Robles, “The power of orchestration: A study of painterly and dramatic dimensions in the music of 
Jacob Druckman and William Bolcom” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 1994). 
45 Ardito, “Miriam Gideon.” 
46 Jane Weiner LePage, Women Composers, Conductors, and Musicians of the Twentieth Century: Selected 
Biographies (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1980). 
47 George Perle, “The Music of Miriam Gideon,” American Composers Alliance Bulletin 7/4 (1958). 
48 Miriam Gideon Papers, JPB 04-13. Music Division, The New York Public Library for the Performing Arts. 
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Scenes 2 & 3: Continuing in Gideon’s Style 
 
 My recreation of Gideon’s style of orchestration in Scenes 2 and 3 of Fortunato, which 
strives to authentically represent her compositional voice, has been primarily determined through 
a thorough analysis of her orchestration of the Scene 1 piano/vocal score. I have also studied 
scores of the vocal and vocal/chamber ensemble works written in the three years preceding the 
creation of Fortunato and a few selections from her creative output in the three years following 
the completion of Fortunato with similar instrumentations to justify any unusual orchestrational 
choices made in the orchestrations of Scenes 2 and 3.49  
 Unlike the majority of Gideon’s catalog of works, Fortunato was both an un-
commissioned work and a substantial opera, making it a work of passion rather than obligation.50 
Large works, because of the extended time they take a composer to complete, tend to contain a 
multitude of what I call compositional trends.51 Surveying the other works written alongside 
Fortunato also allows for another point of entry into understanding additional important details 
of Gideon’s compositional constructs. It is almost impossible for composers not to experience 
compositional bleed while working on simultaneous pieces, so considering the works Gideon 
 
49 These include Night is my sister, Moon that against the lintel of the west (originally written for voice and piano in 
1952; arranged for voice and string quartet in 1955); Symphonia Brevis (for orchestra, completed in 1953), Adon 
Olam [Master of the World] (Hebrew liturgy) for solo soprano, alto, tenor, bass, additional SATB choir, solo oboe 
and trumpet with accompaniment string orchestra with reductions made for the original vocal ensemble and 
accompaniment on organ or piano in 1980, and a further reduction for solo voice and piano in 1957); To Music (for 
voice and piano (completed in 1957); Three Biblical Masks (for violin and piano, completed in 1960); The Adorable 
Mouse (for large chamber orchestra, completed in 1960, and arranged for a mixed octet in 1972); and The 
Condemned Playground (for solo soprano, tenor, flute, bassoon, and string quartet, completed in 1963). 
50 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 23. 
51 I originally used the term compositional etudes, but that title is somewhat misleading when applied to works in 
the middle or late period of a composer. By trends I mean tendencies in which a technique in one of the major 
parameters of music (instrumentation, harmony, form, texture, pitch content construction, etc.) is subject to 
experimentation within a particular composition. Some element of trend becomes a part of the voice of a composer 
if it’s an area on which she maintains focus during a significant part of her creative output. A very clear example of 
compositional trends is Stravinsky’s inventive and inconsistent use of meter and rhythm, an area he maintains a 
great deal of focus on from his early/mid-period (The Rite of Spring, 1913) to his neo-classical period (Dumbarton 
Oaks, 1937).  
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wrote alongside Fortunato will be especially pertinent to reinforcing and justifying the 
orchestration of the final two scenes. 52 
Fortunato (1958) 
 
Gideon didn’t collaborate with a librettist for Fortunato, but rather created the text herself 
from an English translation of Serafin and Joaquín Álvarez Quintero’s play of the same name. 
The opera and play are both set in early turn-of-the-20th-century Madrid, which was beset by 
political upheavals and precarious economic conditions. The story focuses on Fortunato, the title 
character, subject to the chaotic conditions of life in Madrid. Scene 1 illuminates the destitute 
details of Fortunato’s life as he resorts to begging from the impressionable Constanza and her 
severe husband, the architect Alberto. Fortunato is without work, and is responsible for the 
mouths to feed in his family, but is bested by another, a dishonest beggar by the name of Don 
Victorio, who is lucky enough to receive the couple’s temporary patronage.  
Fortunato wants nothing more than to do the work of an honest man, but is forced into 
increasingly disastrous situations in Scenes 2 and 3 to provide food for his family. The 
intermediate scene is spent on the streets of Madrid, where Fortunato encounters other characters 
unwilling or unable to help him. Initially he runs into a drunk Don Victorio who offers him some 
advice on begging, followed by a curious duo of a blind man and his dancing daughter, and other 
unhelpful characters such as a stenographer. Fortunato resolves to apply for the position of 
human target when he finds an ad for a circus in town, boasting about the talents of Amaranta, 
the sharpshooter. She is also down on her luck, rumored to have killed one of her previous 
targets, but is ready to start Fortunato on his new job as the perfect complement to her act. The 
 
52 When composers work on more than one work at a time, compositional techniques and areas of interest tend to 
bleed from one work to the other. Oftentimes it is easier to find similarities in works written at the same time (i.e., 
Fortunato and Three Biblical Masques (1960) versus works written chronologically, even if in close succession (i.e., 
Fortunato and The Adorable Mouse (1960), which will be further discussed in Chapter 2.  
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opera ends, somewhat unconcluded, with Fortunato serving as target to Amaranta’s barrage of 
gunfire. The lighting in the final scene fades into darkness, traversing the extremes of the 
orchestral register from basement to ceiling, as though we are moving out of focus on 
Fortunato’s life, which continues to march onward despite his increasingly desperate situation.  
Works Composed Around the Time of Fortunato 
 
While Fortunato was composed in the absence of  any performance plans, Gideon 
pitched the piece to NBC Opera: the conservative orchestral accompaniment and condensed 
three-part form make it suitable for the TV-opera medium. Fortunato was likely influenced by 
other television operas, and the operatic medium in general.53 Gideon had composed two works 
of similar scale before composing Fortunato: Symphonica Brevis, for full orchestra (1953) and 
Adon Olam [Master of the World] (1954) which is set to Hebrew liturgy and composed for a 
classical orchestra (emphasis on strings with oboe and trumpet as two solo wind voices) and 
SATB choir with SATB soloists. The latter is especially interesting to consider as both the oboe 
and trumpet (timbrally similar instruments; both nasal in quality and well-projecting) also feature 
prominently as solo voices in Fortunato, now with strong dramatic associations (such as the use 
of the trumpet and oboe in projecting the ‘El Vito” melody), as I will discuss below.  Gideon’s 
text setting in Adon Olam is also similar to that of Fortunato, as well as of other works in her 
oeuvre: There is consistent doubling at pitch (and less often at the octave) in the instrumental 
accompaniment at key positions to help root the performer in what can otherwise be felt as 
nebulous, freely atonal harmonic language.54 
 
53 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 166. 
54 I will be discussing this concept in more detail in Chapter 2, as this freely atonal language is given orchestrational 
emphasis to help anchor singers.    
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Gideon composed two additional works with titles suggestive of Fortunato’s subplots 
and setting: Mixco for voice & piano (1957) and Danza for chamber orchestra (1959), which is 
unpublished. Mixco is an interesting project for Gideon as it was “the first time that Gideon used 
a bilingual text setting….the original four stanza Spanish text is augmented by setting of an 
English translation of each stanza, which precedes the Spanish verse.”55 Both Fortunato and 
Mixco are translations of turn-of-the-century texts56 undertaken by Gideon herself, and both 
display the desire to include illustrative lyric settings: “One new element…is the use of a 
melismatic gesture which is used as a text painting device: Gideon has used this twice in each 
language. In the first stanza, it appears on the word ‘trembling’ in English and its Spanish 
equivalent…”57 Gideon even uses this same setting for Constanza’s character on the word 
‘shiv’ring’ on m. 155 Scene 1 of Fortunato, and general employs text painting within the lyrics 
to help further illustrate and add color to her vocal lines. Danza is the most relevant of the two, 
as the orchestration is most similar in scope to Fortunato. To draw a parallel, Scene 2 of 
Fortunato contains an extended sequence with two of Gideon’s street-dwelling characters: the 
Blind Man, an itinerant musician playing guitar, and Conchita, his beautiful daughter who dances 
wildly to his music. Because the listener is meant to imagine some element of source music, 
utilizing Gideon’s quasi-guitarra technique (discussed in more detail in Chapter 2) is useful 
here, but the brass and wind voices remain to be considered. 
 
55 Loraine Sims, “An Introduction to the Songs of Miriam Gideon” (DMA thesis, Louisiana State University, 1996) 
23. 
56 Sims summarizes essential details of Mixco’s source of poetry: “‘The Indians descend from Mixco’ is the English 
translation included in song text by Miriam Gideon. The original work is ‘Los indios bajan de Mixco’ from a 
collection of poetry written by Asturias from 1918-1949 entitled Sien de Alondra, (Temple of the Lark), 1949.” 
Ibid., 22. 
57 Ibid., 23-24. 
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Robb includes Danza in Gideon’s list of works, with a note that it was unpublished, but 
performed the same year it was written by Meyer Kupfermann in Bronxville, NY. Whether some 
of the same dance tunes used in Fortunato also made an appearance in Danza remains a 
compelling question for additional research.58 Composers leave works unpublished for a number 
of reasons, and Gideon discusses some of hers in this extended quote from an interview in 1986 
with Bruce Duffie of WDIN Radio:  
I showed it to a couple of opera people and they were very interested; they said that what 
was needed was a real singing actor—a combination of actor and singer, but of course 
there are such people!  I never pursued it.  I've orchestrated the first scene, and it could be 
done with just piano.  Maybe one of these days I will take it in hand again; it's a rather 
fascinating play and I think it worked out fine.  But why I didn't do more is that opera is 
such a big venture.  It's got all the problems of an orchestra work, which is hard to get 
launched, and a play, which is hard to get launched, and here you combine them.  To get 
a performance is difficult, to get a good performance is difficult, and to get more than one 
is next to impossible.59 
 
 
The Key to Fortunato is in Fortunato 
 
The works composed in the years surrounding Fortunato, while sharing characteristics of 
orchestration, as well as the broad inclinations toward text setting and dramatic material, do 
differ from one another in important aspects. Fortunato is very distinctly set in Spain, using key 
Spanish melodies such as “El Vito,”60 unique orchestrational techniques (such as quasi guitarra 
effects in the strings), and timbral combinations (inclination to use the trumpet as a melodic 
voice), demands an approach to orchestration that sets Fortunato apart from other works. Simply 
put: Fortunato employs unique orchestrational combinations and effects not seen in her other 
works, because of Gideon’s commitment to setting the musical scene with atmospheric effects 
 
58 Robb, “Miriam Gideon,” 294. 
59 Interview with Bruce Duffie. 
60 Jensen-Moulton makes note of this in her introductory remarks to the Orchestration of Scene I and Piano-Vocal 
Score to Scene 1 as released by A-R Editions, in addition to her dissertation “Sparring with Fate,” 88-89.  
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effects (further explored in Chapter 2). As Jensen-Moulton remarks in her introductory 
comments to the initial engraving of Gideon’s orchestration of Scene 1:  
Even with the increased timbral and coloristic range offered by the orchestration, 
however, the pitch material of Gideon’s orchestral score remains remarkably close to that 
of the piano-vocal score; the vocal parts, in particular, are virtually identical. With the 
exception of the earlier ending…the dramatic text of Gideon’s two versions is practically 
identical as well, with only a few small changes in punctuation and in the wording of 
stage directions.61 
 
The key to producing an orchestration that most closely emulates Gideon’s timbral priorities is a 
detailed analysis of her manuscript orchestration of Scene 1, which I undertake in Chapter 2. 
With this brief overview concluded, I move now to a closer consideration of the work itself, 
discussing the details of the orchestration and how they define and add depth to the dramatic 
world of Fortunato.   
 
 




Orchestrating Atmosphere in Fortunato 
Gideon depends on orchestration to color each of the individual locations within Madrid 
for the three scenes of Fortunato. Scene 1 begins with an introduction that highlights some of the 
important idées fixes and key harmonic relationships, but the overture also sets the mood and 
atmosphere for the entirety of the opera. Like the opening credits to a movie, the introduction 
hints at the genre of the piece and other paramount details that immerse us in the world of the 
narrative. Gideon’s score explicitly follows this convention, calling for the curtain at the end of 
the introduction, thereby relying entirely on the orchestra to depict the scene for the audience, 
who may envision the setting and mood before the curtain rises.  
A brief word on terminology is necessary for this chapter. I have chosen to employ the 
term idée fixe to describe two tunes that pervade the opera’s musical material, despite this term 
not often being generalized beyond Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique. I believe “idée fixe” to be 
preferable to the more generic “leitmotif” because the latter lacks the former’s connotation of 
“mono-mania,” and in fact tends to imply multiplicity, as the Wagnerian music-drama 
characteristically contained a large collection of leitmotifs associated with numerous characters 
and objects. The continual reappearance of these two melodies, however, creates an effect of 
saturation (or, more to the point, of fixation) that is better captured by the obsessive implications 
of the idée fixe. In addition, being mindful of Miriam Gideon’s Jewish heritage, it seemed just as 
well to avoid bringing in a Wagnerian term if it could be avoided.  
Aside from these distinct melodies that help place our drama in Madrid, Gideon often 
uses pitch-class saturation and smaller melodic fragments highlighting key intervallic 
relationships to represent her lead characters, like Fortunato, Constanza, or Alberto. Smaller 
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characters, like the Blind Man and Conchita are represented with more traditional, diatonic, and 
melodic idée fixe which double in purpose: they also help sonically paint our scenery. Jensen-
Moulton’s work on Gideon’s Fortunato illuminates many exciting pitch relationships that unfold 
in this three-part drama, but the discussion in the chapters to follow are concerned with timbral 
exploration, not harmonic or pitch features of Fortunato.  
Before discussing the specific orchestrational details of the scene, I discuss the 
instrumentation of Fortunato and what the ensemble palette offers to the composer, further 
considering the work through the lens of film criticism. As I will be describing the general 
orchestrational technique of Scene 1, I extrapolate from it both general principles and specific 
devices whenever possible in orchestrating Scenes 2 and 3. In the course of this general 
overview, I will also note when particular orchestrational choices have clear dramatic 
implications. These observations I connect to later moments in the opera.  
Since the core of Gideon’s orchestra is rooted in classical orchestra instrumentation, she 
predominantly employs the string section, occasionally adds some diversity with supplemental 
lines the wind section, and relies on limited brass voices.1 Gideon was a constant consumer of 
opera, specifically those of Mozart, and we see elements of his ensemble orchestration (the 
quarrelling quartet from The Marriage of Figaro,2 the dark-voiced trio from the Graveyard Scene 
in Don Giovanni)3 in her pithy ensemble choices and prioritizing the clarity of the melodic or 
vocal line.4 The ensemble comes with some typical twentieth-century twists: heavy and 
 
1 Walter Piston, Orchestration. (New York: W.W. Norton Company, 1955), 3-4, 114-15, 206-7. I chose this text as 
reflective of the instrumentation present at the time of the opera’s composition.  
2 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Lorenzo Da Ponte. (New York: Broude Bros, 1960). Act II Finale The Marriage 
of Figaro: an opera in four acts.  
3 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Lorenzo Da Ponte (NJ: Long Branch, 1978). Act II, No. 15: Ah Taci: Don 
Giovanni.  
4 As Jensen-Moulton notes in “Sparing With Fate”, Gideon had an informative introduction to the classical era 
composers during her youth: “ ‘[A]s soon as I heard string quartets—Haydn or Mozart or whatever—I was on cloud 
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specialized divisi in the upper string parts, extended techniques within all instrumental families, 
and the inclusion of non-standardized percussion all contribute to the orchestration’s modern 
sound.5 The ensemble only includes a horn (an instrument with excellent woodwind family 
blend) and a trumpet (a choice Gideon exploits to enhance the atmosphere/time/location of 
Fortunato, as the trumpet’s timbre carries strong associations with local music in Madrid).6 
 
something.’ Gideon also particularly remembers hearing Humperdinck’s Hansel and Gretel on one of the rare 
occasions when her parents would take her and Judith to the opera” (22-23). More specifically bridging her 
connection to Mozart, Gideon may have referenced Magic Flute in size and style while composing Fortunato as it 
was a work that had been staged for television while her opera was being conceived for the same format: “An 
extraordinary aspect of Taubman’s review lies not in what he said about Gideon, but rather in the other material that 
the critic needed to cover in his article, namely the staging of Mozart’s The Magic Flute for N.B,C’s opera company. 
Gideon began her composition of Fortunato in the mid-fifties. By 1956 the opera would have been well on its way 
to completion and Gideon would have been searching for performance opportunities” (60). Jensen-Moulton’s crucial 
analysis of Fortunato also makes links to character relationships through the use of Mozart operatic tropes: “Inez, 
liked in the play to the strongest female character, Amaranta, is an outlet for the playing out of homosexuality in 
Gideon’s Fortunato. Although Heather Hadlock’s analysis of Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro concerns the characters 
Cherubino and Susanna, her statement is equally applicable to Inez and Amaranta in Gideon’s opera: ‘The erotic 
energy that coalesces around Cherubino’s silent, ambiguous body…threatens to destabilize the whole economy of 
sexual difference….We may feel a homoerotic current that momentarily distracts from the main plot of heterosexual 
marriage and its complications” (131). Her connection to Mozart is made because he also is referenced directly in 
Gideon’s personal writings as preserved in Jensen-Moulton’s appendix: “I am reading Turner’s ‘Mozart.’ An 
amazing picture of Mozart thru his letters—a gay, childlike, slightly mad, anal, and devout, musician, marvelously 
attractive and loveable. In eve, met Mrs. Rosette for supper and saw “Les Noces de Figaro.’ Long and tedious if 
once doesn’t understand the details of the plot, but shot thru with marvelous melodies and all strung together with 
ingratiating charm, delicacy, and nuance” (181) and later “Rehearsing the Mozart g minor symphony” (184) and 
later still “Found Haydn and Mozart sonatas at a bookshop on the Seine and purchased” (184). Gideon also clearly 
held Mozart in high compositional regard and worthy of academic study, as her Master’s thesis was centered around 
his string quintets (38). Gideon took a detailed look into Mozart’s writing for full string ensemble as soloists, which 
is the same kind of writing sensibility exhibited in Fortunato.  
5 Joan Peyser, ed., The Orchestra: Origins and Transformations (University of Michigan: Scribner, 1986), 200-12. 
6 The Spanish Guitar is the timbre most evocative of our location, but Gideon spends only select passages in Scene 1 
and 2 to evoke a quasi guitarra color in the string section. Flamenco music, which makes use of guitar, castanets, 
and cajon is a strong timbral link to the Andalusian location of Fortunato, as Gideon makes use of some of the 
rhythmic drive and dance associations with that colorful genre of music with the use of the malagueña melody in 
mm. 10-14 of Scene 1: “The malagueña is a type of flamenco music originating in southern Spain, and more 
specifically, a type of fandango characterized by its free rhythm” (Jensen-Moulton, “Sparing With Fate”, 74, 132). 
The other timbral link is the trumpet, which is less iconic for the region of Madrid, but one worth investigating as 
the trumpet often plays the memorable El Vito tune. As Trevor Duell notes in “The Use of Trumpet in Early 
Seventeenth Century Spanish Music Dramas…,”  “From 1700-1730, Spanish composers gradually adopted violins, 
flutes, and trumpets forgoing the use of shawms, sackbuts, and harps” (19), meaning that, while the instrument was 
not native to the region, it was adopted fairly early on and made an impact on the early musical fabric of that region. 
Katz reinforces this same point in Traditional Folk Music of Spain: “That the Moslems introduced new musical 
instruments which were ultimately taken over by Christian Spain, cannot be denied, particularly chordophones (lute, 
rebec, psaltery), aerophones (transverse flute, shawm, trumpet), membranophones (various kinds of drums as well as 
the round and square tambourines) and idiophones (metal castanets)” (67). The trumpet, significantly durable and 
able to weather the outside, is often used in outdoor ceremony and spectacle, especially in early and more primitive 
uses of the instrument, as explored by Sibyl Marcase in A Survey of Musical Instruments: 744–826.  
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The orchestration that Gideon completed of Scene 1 is especially helpful in creating a 
partial template for Scenes 2 and 3. Each of the three scenes however occurs in a different locale 
within Madrid, and therefore necessitates a different orchestral color. For this reason, not all 
specific string divisi, bow position indications, and extended techniques included in Scene 1 are 
included in the orchestrations of Scenes 2 and 3. Despite this, Gideon saturated Scene 1 with 
specific instructions on a player-by-player basis to create maximum timbral variety. In short, her 
orchestration reinforces three specific threads: 1) important harmonic material; 2) thematic 
development that corresponds to key ideas and characters; and 3) color and depth to the staged 
drama by orchestrating the atmosphere of each scene. 
Gideon’s harmonic language is often at odds with the scene occurring on stage, so she 
relies on orchestration to connect the listener to the narrative. Because of this narrative aspect of 
opera, and due to the fact that Fortunato was likely conceived as a work for television, I will 
draw parallels from film when discussing the operatic genre. If a film composer were assigned 
the task of scoring a scene in Madrid, the audience would likely hear a tonal harmonic language 7 
in addition to melodic fragments associated with the region, and possibly instruments specific to 
the area. Gideon relies heavily on the traditional Spanish/Andalusian sound colors (conveyed 
typically by guitars and trumpets)8 in addition to regional melodies such as El Vito, and 
 
7 “The resulting, exquisitely shot tale of guilt, infidelity, and blackmail reveals the wide gap between the rich and 
the poor in Spain, and surveys the corrupt ethics of a society seduced by decadence. Juan Antonio Bardem’s charged 
melodrama Death of a Cyclist (Muerte de un ciclista) was a direct attack on 1950s Spanish society under Franco’s 
rule.” Sarah Wright, Muerte de un ciclista (Death of a Cyclist, 1955) in “10 Great Films Set in Madrid,” British Film 
Institute, https://www.bfi.org.uk/news-opinion/news-bfi/lists/10-great-films-set-madrid. 
8 See footnote 2 for further detail. In Fortunato, the use of a malagueña [find and replace all uses of malagueña to 
match this one that has the tilde] melody (mm. 10-14 in Scene 1) in addition to the use of a flamenco tune called “El 
Vito” which makes an appearance as the diegetic street music in Scene 1 we hear from Alberto’s studio and 
reappears in the opening of Scene 2, once more as a diegetic sound-cue: the tune Don Victorio is whistling. The 
preceding sentence is an incomplete sentence. Revise for verb placement.] Both of these idées fixes, which return 
throughout the opera, are paired with either quasi-quitarra effects in the strings, or voiced with the trumpet. This 
treatment of the idées fixes resembles the use of melody and character association in works like Prokofiev’s Peter 
and the Wolf (1936), which also makes use of the melodies being tied to particular timbres within the instrumental 
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distinctive rhythmic profiles (primarily dotted), but uses her own pitch-cell-based, freely atonal 
language. The effect is intriguing, creating both a realistic and comprehensible sense of place 
with the use of location-specific instruments and a sense of the unfamiliar and surreal with the 
use of atonal vocabulary. As I will demonstrate, the genre of Fortunato crosses comedia and 
seria operatic genres in the libretto treatment of the drama. Gideon’s underscoring in orchestral 
treatment of Scene 1 incorporates elements of the absurd and humorous, juxtaposed against the 
bleak and the dreary ideas summarized in the introduction. 
The first two measures of the introduction contain a cascading octatonic collection, which 
Gideon punctuates with unison pizzicato doublings in the viola and cello, respectively.9 The 
second measure differs only by the shift of a m2, as the A# becomes an A-natural, all transposed 
down an octave to continue the gesture over two continuous measures, as seen in Example 2.1. 
The cadence10 of each measure lands on D#, whose salience suggests we might experience it as a 
pitch-center, a half-step away from the D which marks the beginning of each falling figure at the 
beginning of the scene (excerpted below in both full score and piano-vocal versions). Example 
2.1 below highlights that important pitch relationship in this section, with pizzicato doubling at 




ensemble. In the case of Fortunato, using instruments that are evocative of a location in combination with melodic 
fragments and traditions helps the audience more easily become immersed in the sound-world of Madrid. 
9 Stephanie Jensen-Moulton, “‘Sparring with Fate’: Miriam Gideon’s 1958 Opera Fortunato,” (Ph.D diss., Graduate 
Center, City University of New York, 2008), 79. 
10 Cadence here is used as a term to signify the close of a line, or a point of punctuation. Cadence historically 
implies a harmonic function, and Gideon uses freely atonal language and pitch collections, but does not rely on tonal 
harmony. The strongest reference to lines that have a tonal implication are the Spanish/Andalusian idées fixes (the 
aforementioned malagueña and “El Vito” references), but outside of those references, the pitch material is not 
harmonically anchored. In the case of Example 2.1, the first cadence on D# at the end of m. 1 functions as a “coma”, 
if likened to punctuation, and the cadence of D# at the end of m. 2 functions as a “period”. Both points of 
punctuation reinforce the importance of the pitch class D#.  
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Example 2.1 Mm. 1–2, Scene 1, Fortunato Piano/Vocal & Orchestration Comparison. Right: 
Piano/Vocal score. Left: Condensed Orchestrated score, in C for ease of reading. The pitches that 
are boxed are doubled at pitch or in octaves in the orchestrated score. 
 
 
Gideon’s straight-forward orchestration, helps the listener to understand important harmonic 
aspects of her music. With the colors available to the chamber orchestra, a line that on in the 
piano score seems delicate and even ethereal in the manner of a Debussy Piano Prelude becomes 
a much more rustic and distant introduction. The breathy and solo woodwind begins with a 
descending eight-note figure, which adds richness as it reaches the cadence point. Doubling the 
line at pitch with a single viola pizzicato at the beginning of the passage gives the beginning of 
the line more attack and urgency. The solo clarinet line begins at a break in the instrument’s 
range and gradually comes into focus, loosing depth as the line moves downward. The bassoon, 
set in the middle register that blends with most instruments, repeats this same figure down an 
octave, doubled at pitch with the cello, creating a beautiful and natural transition from the bright 
single reeds to the darker and richer double reeds during the first to second measures between the 
two woodwind voices.11   
 The first gesture over the opening four measures, while not set specifically in Madrid, is 
effective in revealing something about the genre of Fortunato as black comedy: it is light-hearted 
 
11 Blatter notes: “Passages in this (middle) range blend well with most any instrument or combination of 
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and quick-paced, but also darkened with rich timbres. Example 2.2 shows the nuanced detail of 
the orchestration for the first four measures, with the leading line highlighted, and the supporting 
material boxed.  
Example 2.2 Mm. 1–4, Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestration and Structural Labeling. The 
leading line are highlighted, supporting elements are boxed, and other structural elements 
(cadences, etc.) are labeled. The rhythmic gesture of dotted eight-sixteenth which is iconic for 
Conchita’s ideé fixe is set up in the introduction (viola, highlighted), and expressed in full 
starting in Mm. 9 
 
 
 Gideon reserves her most detailed and nuanced orchestration for the moments when no 
singing voices are present, such as in the introduction. In these moments, the instrumental 
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the bassoon passage leads to a solo viola melody in  a dotted-eighth-sixteenth rhythm throughout 
m. 3, previewing an important ideé fixe for Conchita’s character in Scene 2, where she sings 
about a bullfight. 
As before, Gideon adds cello pizzicati (at pitch), decorated with a tender sympathetic 
resonance: a stopped horn entrance coupled with a still and patient A-natural in the bassoon, as 
seen in Example 2.3.12 The timbre of the stopped horn is quite distinct, sounding distant, almost 
like the sustain pedal of a piano. Blatter describes the sound of the stopped horn as “a 
combination of sounding very distant and possessing a metallic edge. At softer dynamics it adds 
a delicate, buzzy coloration to the ensemble.”13 The combination of these instrumental sounds 
conveys the roughness and desperation lurking in Gideon’s Madrid–the dirtiness of the stopped 
horn combined with the reedy-ness and clear articulation of a bassoon solo gives the opening the 
worn and gritty sound of life at the fringes of society.   
  
 
12 Orchestrating sympathetic resonance is an orchestrational technique whereby a secondary voice doubles a leading 
voice at pitch, but only select pitches, always in a slower rhythm, to create the feeling like these selected notes are 
resonating. It acts like an orchestrational pedal, much like the sustain pedal would work on a piano. More spectral-
oriented orchestrational practices are explored in Henry Bryant’s Timbres and Textures: An Orchestrator’s 
Handbook. Although he doesn’t define the aforementioned technique explicitly in the terms I describe, it operates 
under the same principle of spectral music he generally explores in his text where specific pitch classes are timbrally 
strengthened that would have otherwise only sympathetically vibrated. Bryant discusses the orchestrational 
considerations of translating pedal techniques and piano materials in Chapter 19: The Piano as a Pitch Guide in 
Preparing Musical Material for Orchestration (43) and Chapter 20: Equivalents of the Piano’s Damper Pedal (46), 
but does not discuss the sustain pedal exactly as the technique I describe but instead the strongest orchestrational 
parallel is in his Chapter 21: Simulated Bell Timbres (49) which concludes the first section of his book.  
13 Alfred Blatter, Instrumentation and Orchestration, 147. 
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Example 2.3 Mm 1–4. Scene 1, Fortunato Pedal Effect. Notice the relationship between two 
main forces: the viola (leading) and cello (highlighted: sympathetic resonance, or pedal effect) 
and the bassoon (highlighted: leading accompaniment line) and the horn (highlighted: again, 
pedal effect, as the cello was to the viola line).   
 
 
Many details of articulation and dynamics were added by me in the orchestrational process, both 
in her orchestration of Scene 1 and my subsequent orchestrations of Scenes 2 and 3. The 
piano/vocal score as a more practical document often lacks these details until a full orchestration 
of a work is considered by the composer or an arranger/orchestrator. The piano/vocal score is 
also less detailed when it comes to distinguishing the relationship among melody, potential 
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sketch. 14 For example, from what appears to be a simple, two-part line, Gideon teases out into a 
quartet of instrumental colors: two duos that feature inner voices, the viola and bassoon (in its 
tenor register).  
Example 2.4 Mm. 1–4, Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestration and Structural Labeling with 
Piano/Vocal Score. Piano/Vocal and Orchestrated Score presented together with highlighted 
lines in the orchestral score clearly derived from the piano blueprint, whereas boxed figures are 
supporting, often doubling pitches already present in the primary line. 
 
 
14 It is useful to contrast Gideon herself with a composer who has completed the piano/vocal version of the work (I 
don’t call it a reduction because a reduction is taking a full score, and then condensing the materials from that point), 
and is working on a full orchestra arrangement. If the dramatic moment calls for it, Gideon could adjust the 
piano/vocal score to reflect the information now in the orchestrated version. Because she controls the finality of both 
documents, she could make changes to either, even if the score is “finished” by all other standards; there’s no way of 
knowing if she in fact did based on the materials that we have at our disposal. There is not a preliminary draft of the 
piano/vocal dated before the orchestration with revisions and/or additions to the piano/vocal score. A solo 
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The regular metric pulse that characterizes m.3—as seen in the reinforcing of regular 
pulses in the cello pizzicati— subsides in m. 4, particularly in the viola solo line. The falling 
figure from the first two measures returns in m. 5, this time doubled at pitch in the oboe and 
clarinet, with the clarinet leaving the line sooner, ending on a sympathetically resonating E-
natural. The bassoon takes the second solo once more, but the line is rhythmically drawn out into 
eighth-note triplets. The short conclusion of the introduction before the fermata in m. 9 (doubled 
with the horn at pitch) is carried on in the solo cello line beginning in m. 8, again slowing not 
only the pace—this time into quarter-note triplets. From m. 9 to m. 18, the piano and legato solo 
trumpet provides the leading line that other instruments support, at times either doubling the solo 
line at pitch, or providing sparse accompaniment with more colorful dyads of major 2nds. 
Example 2.5 Mm 9-15. Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestration and Structural Labeling with 
Piano/Vocal Score. Trumpet part (leading line) highlighted with accompaniment figure boxed, 
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The highlighted selections in the accompaniment of Example 2.5 show direct pitch class 
doublings. All other accompaniment figures generally cluster around the solo trumpet line, 
creating a slightly dissonant attack, contributing to a more discordant and overtone-rich sound by 
orchestrating around the principle line rather than directly replicating it. 
The trumpet solo is the first moment that the listener moves past the functional 
introduction and into the role of scene-painting: Gideon, as mentioned earlier, makes significant 
use of this brass voice to convey a sense of place and time in Fortunato.  The introduction of the 
solo trumpet with its dotted rhythms places the listener more squarely in the mise-en-scène, 
recalling El Vito to the ear of the audience by means of engaging the Spanish/Andalusian sound 
colors and stating an important idée fixe. This theme will later be associated with Conchita and 
the Blind Man, who make an appearance in Scene 2. 
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Example 2.6 Mm 229-236. Scene 2, Fortunato Conchita’s Idée Fixe. Orchestrated Score with 
highlighted line drawing attention to Cochita’s melody, which makes use of a dotted-eighth-
sixteenth rhythmic motif.  
 
Doubling at the octave creates an orchestrationally distinct timbre which Gideon only 
explores in a few key moments in Fortunato. Due to this, Gideon’s choices to reinforce melodic 
or vocal lines at the octave generally arrive due to registral constraints of an instrument only. 
Because Gideon’s piano/vocal score for Fortunato also serves as a playable document, her 
orchestration of Scene 1 sometimes includes doubling at the octave which are not always present 
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moderation, with doublings at pitch rather than in octaves due to this timbral consideration. By 
favoring the inner and mid-range voices of the orchestra (i.e., at or below C4 to as high as C6), 
Gideon most often doubles at the unison.   
 The doubling vocal lines at-pitch is an orchestrational technique she uses in earlier works. 
In her chamber work Sonnets from Shakespeare (1956),15 which is scored for string quartet, 
trumpet, and high voice, Gideon utilizes much more doubling at the unison instead of at the 
octave, adding additional color and support to the voice (as seen in Example 2.7 below). This 
unison doubling is a common occurrence in this work, other vocal works across her catalogue, 
and consistent with her orchestration of Scene 1.16 
Example 2.7 Mm 29-34. Sonnets from Shakespeare: Sonnet VIII Music to Hear 
Orchestrated Vocal Support. Pitches that are doubled at pitch or at the octave with the 




15 Interestingly Stravinsky set this same sonnet two years earlier. It’s unknown if Gideon was familiar with the work, 
but maybe have been after she set the same text herself.  
16 Doubling at the unison instead of the octave also adds confidence to the performer which generally manifests 
itself in the form of dynamic strength. Feeling comfortable producing the correct pitch when the harmonic and 
melodic vocabulary is richly atonal is important, and Gideon is able to add that reinforcement by doubling at the 
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Octave doublings also create a very specific hollow, empty timbre, or can be used to create other 
special effects like the quasi guitarra technique discussed further below.17 Gardner-Read 
describes the sound of octave doubling within the string family specifically as a “vacant tonal 
space [that] adds to the possibilities of enhanced coloristic orchestration.”18 Gideon regarded 
doubling at the octave as a distinct orchestral sound, and while she makes occasional use of the 
technique for instrumental moments, she chooses to use it sparingly to support her singers. So, 
instead of doubling important vocal  lines in the instrumental ensemble, she masks the 
instrumental voices undergirding them, deliberately picking supporting voices that blend well 
with the singer by supporting them at pitch instead of the octave. Orchestrationally this means 
that Gideon more frequently uses the inner voices which encompass ranges most similar to the 
voice.  
For Gideon, doubling in octaves or more commonly, displacing intervals of 2nds by their 
more open counterparts of 7ths, whether in the accompaniment or melody, gives recognizable 
importance to a line and draws the listener’s ear to a particular idea. Gideon uses more open 
spacings in order to sweeten the dissonances used throughout Fortunato by means of giving 
them more space. By doing so, the composer creates a larger gap in the beating of wave forms 
the ear perceives as dissonance. Gideon utilizes doubling to add to the dynamic power of a 
particular moment, and is partial to the sound of an octave displaced by (plus or minus) a semi or 
full tone (resulting in Major/minor sevenths, and Major/minor elevenths) are seen in numerous 
places in Fortunato. Jensen-Moulton analyzes Fortunato from the view-point of pitch and 
harmony, noting that Gideon makes use of a pallet of pitch-class collections:  
 
17 Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov, Principles of Orchestration (Dover Publications, 1964), 36-46. 
18 Gardner Read, Orchestral Combinations: The Science and Art of Instrumental Tone Color (Oxford: Scarecrow 
Press, 2004), 135. 
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Within the first forty-two measures of Fortunato, Gideon utilizes four pitch-class 
collections, as well as individual pitch classes with structural significance. Her use of 
motivic saturation operates in tandem with the reinforcement of certain important 
intervals and trichords, enabling the listener to grow accustomed to the sound setting that 
Gideon creates. Tritone, second, and seventh intervals become immediate aural signposts 
within the first nine measures.19  
 
Instead of simply duplicating pitches at the unison or octave doubling, wider intervals of 
sevenths are built into the pitch-class collections she works with in Fortunato:  
Because of the overwhelming number of minor second/major seventh intervals among 
these sets, dissonance becomes the norm in the opera. Gideon makes extensive use of 
trichordal and tetrachordal motives derived from the four pitch collections, with 
particular emphasis on 3-3 (014) and 4-18 (0147), and occasionally makes use of 
aggregate completion to clarify structure or highlight particular words when text is 
present.20  
 
This is not to say that Gideon’s music is devoid of octave doubling. When pitch material is 
stacked vertically, often Gideon uses octave doubling to help clarify the line of importance from 
the ongoing dissonance or for a more specific timbral color. As Jensen-Moulton notes in the 
quasi guitarra sections of Fortunato, “The accompanying dissonant chords contain minor 
sevenths and major ninths, in keeping with the general harmonic language of the opera up to this 
point, but the use of frequent octave doublings and occasional open fifths lends a guitar-like 
sonority to the tune.”21 In this case, the more open voicings and occurrence of doubling at the 
octave is to attempt to evoke the sonic properties of the guitar.  
 Because of Gideon’s concentration on vocal music, her orchestration often features 
instruments that sit within the human vocal range. For example, the following section (Mm. 18-
22) once again leads with the viola and continues emphasizing inner instrumental voices 
encompassing the inner, middle range, as the human voice is absent. The bassoon continues, 
 
19 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 75-76. 
20 Ibid., 73. 
21 Ibid., 104. 
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functioning as the lead accompaniment line, which is colored by rhythmic reinforcement in the 
lower strings. This melodic fragment continues to climb in register, with the leading line now 
transposed in the violin (m. 22) and the lead accompaniment voice now in the bassoon and horn, 
doubled with the viola as seen in Example 2.8.  
Example 2.8 Mm 16–26. Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestration and Structural Labeling. 
Highlighted lines are of melodic/primary interest and boxed figures provide accompanimental 
details to support the highlighted line.  
 
 In the first twenty-six measures, Gideon has implemented the tenor register more than any other 
range, most notably in the melodic and accompanimental use of the viola, clarinet, horn, trumpet, 
and bassoon. The melody (starting in m. 9 of Example 2.5 above is transposed up an octave for 
the second statement of the melody beginning in m. 26. What was initially voiced as a muted 
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sounds very similar to an oboe in the low range, making the transition between these two 
sections appear seamless to the listener. 22 
 
22 Gardner-Read is one among many authors who notes the strong sonic coincidence between the oboe/English horn 
and muted trumpet: “…the Oboe and the English Horn, and their sonic link with certain of the brass instruments is 
effectuated only when the latter are muted or, in the case of the Horn, handstopped. Thus, the Oboe alone, or the 
English Horn, or both together, may be coupled in unison with one or more muted Horns and/or Trumpets (or 
cornets) to create a strongly integrated and “biting” tonal coloration.” (Orchestral Combinations, 20–21). Read goes 
on to cite Wallingford Riegger’s Symphony No. 3 (pp. 41–42, mm. 228–33) as an instance of the Oboe and muted 
Trumpet doubling, to which I’ll add Gustav Holst’s First Suite in Eb, Mov’t II: Intermezzo for wind ensemble as 
another instance of this doubling, which is supplemented with the Bb Clarinet (pp. 17, from m. 2 on). 
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Example 2.9 Mm 9–26. Scene 1, Fortunato Labeling of Leading Line Through 
Orchestrational Changes. /Leading/primary lines highlighted, which start with the trumpet in 
m. 9, answered a perfect 5th lower by the clarinet (indicated with an arrow). The clarinet 
eventually takes the melodic interest (m. 17, indicated with an arrow) and the violin II takes on 
the lead accompanimental role in m. 18. 
 
 
The accompaniment aids in this smooth transition, which does not alter in orchestration (strings 
still feature prominently), although the register of the lowest voice (double basses) has been 
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would widen the overall orchestral range of the section, a technique she generally reserved for 
more dramatic moments in the opera. One such moment is Don Victorio’s dramatic exit towards 
the end of Scene 1, in which he proclaims that he should be thrown down the stairs if he ever 
returns to Alberto’s house. The example below shows only the vocal part and the strings. The 
highlighted selections are the cello and double bass line soundly an octave apart.   
Example 2.10 Mm 610-618, Scene 1, Fortunato Low String Doubling. Vocal parts and string 
section only. Highlighted double bass and cello lines are doubled at the octave, which is a 
standard orchestrational practice.  
 
Gideon uses octave doublings in the woodwind family less frequently, likely because of the 
differences in timbre as compared to the more homogenous timbres of the string or brass family. 
More often she opts to create a combined timbre by doubling instrumental voices at pitch. 
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Example 2.11 Mm 27–34, Scene 1, Fortunato Woodwind Doubling. 
 
Gideon concerned herself not only with the orchestrational reinforcement of the pitch 
content (and therefore structural elements) of her compositions, but also sought to add depth to 
the dramatic aspects of the opera by sonically evoking the location. One of the most striking and 
distinct orchestration techniques used in the introduction to reinforce atmospheric mood is 
reflected in the piano score from m. 36 on, marked quasi guitarra: 
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In Gideon’s orchestration of Scene 1 shown in Example 2.13, solo string voices create an 
intimate sound, imitating a solo Spanish guitar and introducing to the audience one of the piece’s 
idées fixes. When the guitar returns later in Scene 2 as an instrument the Blind Man performs, a 
similar orchestrational design is used to help tie this idée fixe to the instrument it is referencing 
during the Introduction. In Gideon’s initial treatment of the idée fixe, the tessitura of the cello 
line is fragile and thin in its uppermost register, and it is doubled at the unison with violin II. The 
glue that helps adhere these disparate registers is the viola playing a passage in artificial 
harmonics (raising the instruments’ pitch by two octaves and thinning its sounds), which creates 
a haze around the violin II and cello lines. The viola doesn’t move precisely at the same time as 
the principal lines, creating an orchestrated “sustain pedal,” much like that shown in Example 
2.13. The result is both tender and expressive. While the combination of strings doubled at pitch 
or in octaves is not a novel one, the short selection below also includes the combination of 
pizzicato and arco, with some instruments muted and some open.  
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Example 2.13 Mm. 35–41 Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestration by Gideon of Quasi-Guitarra 
Technique. String section only, with highlighted lines being the lead/melodic concern. The lines 
marked solo on the instrumental indications on the left double the melodic line in vacant-
sounding octaves, whereas the viola is rhythmically displaced, creating the orchestrational effect 
of a false pedal, as used in the opening to the introduction.  
 
 
The subtle differences in muted and open sounds are very expressive in the context of orchestral 
writing,23 especially when used in the inner voices (the cellos and violas) so admired by 
Gideon.24 In Example 2.13, the composer voices the solo cello unusually high, doubled at pitch 
with the solo violin II until the 2/4 measure at the end of the selection. Accompanying the three 
leading voices is a peculiar combination of arco/pizzicato accompaniment, all with mutes. 
Gideon employs  soloistic writing, combining the complex colors of the three solo instruments—
 
23 Read explains “While still preserving a basic mono-timbral scheme, subtle differences of weight and texture can 
be achieved by variances of the octave relationship […] subtle color shifts can be produced by contrasting methods 
of playing—mutes with open tones, sul ponticello against sul tasto, harmonics contrasting with normal sound 
production to name a few possibilities…Combined with the presence of unorthodox relationships between the 
separate string entities—Violoncellos above Violas, for instance and utilizing any of the timbre variants mentioned, 
alluring dual-chromatic contributions can be made to the total orchestral sound mix.” (Orchestral Combinations, 
135.) 
24 The assertion that Gideon had a love for the cello in particular is because it was an instrument she started learning 
at age 19 in 1926. Mrs Majorie Weaver’s correspondence to the Gideon household reveals that she was perusing 
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violin II, viola in a parallel harmonics passage, and cello—with the equally complex muted 
arco/pizzicato accompaniment (violin I, viola I). 
Gideon concludes her introduction with a florid, free, and expressive descending scalar 
gesture. She continues with an equally grand ascending gesture, ending in a snappy unison triplet 
rhythm in openly-spaced octave intervals—an attention-grabbing gesture designed to focus the 
listener’s attention firmly on the scene about to begin. The range covered in this final scalar and 
rhythmic-unison passage is too great for any one instrument, demanding a split of the line 
between multiple instruments, as shown in Example 2.14. 
Example 2.14 M. 42 Scene 1, Fortunato Full Score and Piano/Vocal Score. Orchestrated 
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Gideon choses the woodwinds, dovetailing each entrance to assure a smooth transition. 
Orchestrationally this helps in hinging the beginning of the introduction and the end in a small 
circular form. She is careful to introduce instruments in a range where they blend well before 
they become obvious contributors to the musical texture. For example, in this final passage, 
Gideon adds the flute on a concert D in the staff, which will not drown out the clarinet entering 
its alto register. She quickly moves the flute up to a register where it is more “brilliant, 
penetrating, and shrill” 25 and octave-doubles the chromatic line in the oboe, now employed to 
best effect. After this seamless journey through woodwind hues, the whole orchestra joins in a 
two-beat tutti before the curtain rises. The cascading figure is similar to the beginning of the 
introduction: a solo line that continually churns. This time, though, Gideon composes a more 
severe and abrupt cadence, much like the ending of her opera.  
In a brief 42 measures, Gideon’s introduction utilizes a variety of evocative 
orchestrational timbres to set the opera in Madrid: the prominence of muted trumpet, rustic oboe, 
earthy, mid-ranged viola melodies, and complex quasi guitarra effects in the string section give 
the work a simultaneous sense of the traditional and the larger-than-life element of drama and the 
surreal.  While elements of the story told on stage are fantastical, Gideon keeps the narrative 
domestic, and utilizes the form of this genuine and intimate operatic composition to ground the 
piece in a sense of the practical. The small chamber orchestra is dependent on key, solo 
instruments and solo-driven writing that she meticulously crafts in the introduction before the 
curtain rises on Scene 1. Because the bulk of Chapter 2 details orchestrational choices in the 
introduction, the final example below is a compilation of all annotations made in the first 42 
measures previously discussed.  
 
25Alfred Blatter, Instrumentation and Orchestration, 90. 
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Example 2.15 Mm. 1–42 Scene 1, Fortunato. Combined analysis of previous examples 
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Allegretto: un poco marcato 
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(The curtain rises on the studio of Alberto Hidalgo, a young Madrid architect. Door on
the right, admitting to the drawing room, Another door on the left, opening to the outer
hall. As the curtain rises, a doorbell is heard. Constanza enters right, from the drawing
room. She opens door on left, admitting Don Victorio. Although it is winter, he is wearing
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Orchestrating Characterization and Vocal Support in Fortunato 
`Although Fortunato is characterized by a freely atonal harmonic vocabulary, the singers 
involved in the 2019 production described Gideon’s work as relatively easy to sing.1  This is 
largely a function of orchestration that tasks the interior instrumental voices with doubling the 
melody at the octave or unison. The result is orchestral accompaniment that, despite its 
chromaticism and ambiguous tonal centers, facilitates ease of navigation for the singers. The 
emphasis on interior instruments persists even when the vocal parts move out of the spotlight. Of 
the string family, the viola is featured considerably more often in Gideon’s orchestrations than 
the violin.2 In the woodwind family, Gideon employs  alto and tenor voices, like the clarinet and 
bassoon, rather than the soprano-voiced flute and oboe, and limits the brass section to the horn 
and trumpet, which she often dulls with mutes or colors with a stopped bell, facilitating a better 
blend with both the string and wind sections.3 This approach contrasts sharply with typical 
orchestral writing, which tends to emphasize bass voices for the purpose of outlining broad 
harmonic motion while assigning melodic priority to soprano instruments such as the flute, oboe, 
and violin.4  
 
1 “While the musical language of Fortunato is atonal and slippery at first, it did eventually become tuneful as I 
continued to study the score. My vocal line was often mirrored in the accompaniment, making it easier to anchor 
myself into the texture. After listening to recordings of the accompaniment several times and simultaneously 
plunking my own notes on a piano, it took shape as an easily recognizable melody and became far less intimidating 
than the page looked initially.” Katie Lipow, playing the roles of “Inez” and “Conchita,” sent via email, Sept 4, 
2020.  
2 “Featured” here can be understood to mean that the instrument either has the loudest dynamic marking or is 
doubling the voice part (or creating instrumental counter melody). See example 3.1, where featured line is 
highlighted (and in many cases, further annotated).   
3 In Gardner Read’s Orchestral Combinations: The Science and Art of Instrumental Tone Color, (170 and on) he 
lists six cases of horns doubling string melodies from the orchestral repertoire, versus three for trumpet, four for 
trombone (which, in my opinion, has a more similar timbre to the horn than the other brass instruments), and three 
for tuba. The horn, being the one brass instrument included in the woodwind quintet, undoubtedly has the best blend 
with the woodwind family of any of the brass instruments. 
4 Gardner Read, Orchestral Combinations: The Science and Art of Instrumental Tone Color (Oxford: Scarecrow 
Press, 2004), 122-124. 
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Gideon gravitates towards the use of inner voices because they encompass the natural 
range of the human voice and because they allow increased opportunities to double at the unison 
instead of at the octave. In the event that doubling at the unison in an inner orchestral voice is not 
desired or feasible, Gideon occasionally will double at the octave (either above or below) in an 
outer voice. The sound of octave doubling tends to draw much more attention, and often sounds 
“hollow” when written for the inner voices. Gideon’s preference for the unison over the octave 
thus indicates a particular sensitivity to how orchestral doubling and timbral quality interact. The 
example below features a doubling of vocal parts in inner voices in the same woodwind family: 
the oboe followed by the bassoon. Gideon also uses doubling at the unison instead of the octave 
as is used commonly throughout Fortunato.  
Example 3.1 Mm 151-156 Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestrating Vocal Support. Constanza and 
Alberto’s vocal lines highlighted for visibility with vocal support annotated, first in the oboe 
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Gideon’s piano vocal score also reflects this preference for unison doubling: octave 
doublings are sparse and limited to dramatic sections (which in Scene 1 are also generally 
translated for the tutti ensemble). Because it is complete, Scene 1 provides the best example of 
Gideon’s intended orchestration, and her scoring of the four central characters in this scene 
provides a crucial template for the other two scenes. Scene 1 includes Alberto, the stern 
architect; Constanza, his obedient wife; Don Victorio, the scoundrel of the scene; and the 
innocent title character, Fortunato.  
In considering these characters and their orchestrational themes, I chose to use Berlioz’s 
conception of the idée fixe.5 The performers are the stars of a soap opera, more archetype than 
individual, and the idea of their respective themes as “obsessions” speaks to the limitations of 
their respective characters; they can only be exactly what they are – the villain, the good wife, 
and so on.6  
The first exchange in the opera is set in an accompanied recitative style between the 
forgiving and impressionable Constanza and the manipulative Don Victorio: a classic pairing of 
conniving villain and good-natured dupe. Constanza, our good wife, is an empathetic character, 
and comes off as emotional and easy to persuade in Scene 1. In general, her melodic contour 
tends to involve larger leaps, utilizing more and more space to the point that Gideon scores the 
climax of her first entrance, “my heart”, using an octave leap from B4 to B5. Her “recitative” 
movements are more stepwise in delivery (and don’t involve repetition), which makes her aria(s) 
distinctive.  
 
5 Grout, Donald J. and Claude V. Palisca. A History of Western Music.6th edition. W.W. Norton and Company, NY. 
2001.  
6 Davis, Lennard J. Obsession: a History. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2009. Gideon herself was 
pursuing psychoanalysis as a patient during the time she was composing Fortunato, and encouraged to keep 
fascinating dream journals, which Stephanie Jensen-Moulton examines in her dissertation Sparring with Fate. 
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Example 3.2 Mm 180-201. Scene 1, Fortunato Constanza’s Aria. Constanza’s vocal line 




Don Victorio, the villain, on the other hand, has a tendency to include a rhapsodic, rising figure 
(see Example 3.3 below) which is often offset by a distinguishing contour that has a grander 
“leap” – much like the leap of faith he asks his patroness to take in continuing to support him. 
The result is dramatic use of range in the “aria” moments for the character, who by his nature as 
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Example 3.3 Mm 70-76. Scene 1, Fortunato Vocal Contour for Don Victorio. Don Victorio’s 
ascending line “oh angel of love” highlighted for ease of readability. Note his sung text directly 
before this moment (“…angel of mercy”), necessitating a dramatic leap from C# to G before 




The initial entrances for both characters, as shown in Example 3.4 are doubled in the 
instrumental ensemble at pitch in alto voices: violin II for Constanza, and bassoon for Don 
Victorio. The choices for doubling often reflect the contrast between recitative moments, which 
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Œ œb œb
œb œ œ œ œn œn œn œ œb œ œb œb œb œb
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ææ̇# ™ ææ̇# ™ ææœ# ææœn ææœ# ææ̇ ææœ#
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Example 3.4 Mm 43-53. Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestrating Vocal Support. Note that 
Constanza’s entrance is doubled at pitch initially with violin II, transitioning to clarinet whereas 
Don Victorio is doubled at the octave with the bassoon. Vocal pitches doubled at the unison or 
octave within the instrumental ensemble are boxed, and the main vocal lines delivered by 




Don Victorio has the first aria starting in m. 70, where Gideon breaks from her usual doubling at 
the unison in favor of the octave. The orchestrational detail here is nuanced but lovely: as 
Constanza invites Don Victorio into her home, the double bass is doubled in octaves with the 
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œb œb œ œb j ‰ œb œb œ œb j ‰ Œ œb ™ œ œb œb œb œb ˙b Œ ‰ œb œb œ Œ Œ œb œb Œ Œ œb
œb œb œ œb j ‰ œb œb œ œb j ‰ Œ œb ™ œ œb œb œb œb ˙b Œ Œ Œ œn œb Œ Œ œb
œn œ œ œj ‰ œn œ œ œj ‰ Œ ‰ œb j œb œ Œ Œ œb œn Œ Œ œbJ œn
fiœb j œn œJ ‰ fiœb j œn œJ ‰ Œ Œ œ œ œ œb œ
œb Œ ˙
œb Œ œb Œ
ææææœb Œ ææææœb Œ
œ œ œ œj ‰ œ œ œ œj ‰
Œ ‰ œb j œb œ œ œb œ Œ
œ œ œ œb œn œb Œ œ œJ œb œn œb
œb œb œ œj ‰ œb œb œ œj ‰ Œ œb ™ œ ˙b ˙ ˙b ˙b œ œb œb Œ œ œbJ ‰ œb œb
œb œb œ œb j ‰ œb œb œ œb j ‰ Œ œb ™ œ ˙b ˙ ˙b ˙b œ œb œn Œ œ
œbJ ‰ œb œb
œn œn œ œj ‰ œn œn œ œj ‰ Œ œn ™ œ ˙ ˙ ˙n ˙n œn œn œn Œ œn œb
œn œ œ œj ‰ œn œ œ œj ‰ Œ œn ™ œ ˙ ˙ ˙n ˙n œn œn œn Œ œb œn
œn j ‰ Œ œn j ‰ Œ Œ œnJ ‰ œJ ‰ Œ œJ ‰ Œ ˙n œn œn œn Œ œb œn
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Don Victorio. Perhaps Don Victorio, being doubled at Gideon’s less common octave 
displacement helps to convey our character’s sense of awe and wonderment. After an initially 
dramatic entrance, Gideon picks abrasive, nasal colors, such as the oboe and a horn with a mute 
alongside whining strings in cascading triplet figures to accompany Don Victorio as he continues 
an account of his misfortunes. She maintains a fairly high register in this section, reinforcing the 
sense of strain and stress; there are too many instrumental voices for a narrow pitch space. 
Example 3.5 Mm 68-76. Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestrating Vocal Support. Don Victorio’s 
vocal line is highlighted for ease of reading, and oboe and clarinet doubling at the octave are 
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Œ ˙n ˙ ™ wn
œj ‰ Œ Œ
Œ œb œb œ œb œb
Œ œb j œb œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œb œb œ œ œ œ œ œ# œn œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb ™ œ œbJ œb œb j ‰ Œ
œb œb œb œ œ œ œn œn œn œ œb œb œb œb œb
œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
˙b œb œbJ ‰ Œ œb
œb œb œ œ œ œn œn œn œ œb œ œb œb œb œb
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œb œb ™ œ œb j œb œj ‰ Œ œb œb œ œ œn œ œb œb œ œ œn œ# œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œn œ œ œ œn ™ ‰ Œ œn œ œ œ œn œ œ œ œn œn œn œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œn œ œ œ œ ™ ‰ Œ œn œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
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 It is not often that Gideon provides no doubling or support whatsoever, but the end of his aria 
(Scene 1, m. 105), Don Victorio’s vocal line loses its instrumental backing: he is indeed alone, as 
he says. Gideon uses similar scoring techniques at the reprise of his aria at the end of the Scene 
in m. 557, as well as in Don Victorio’s re-entry after he initially leaves the stage in m. 637. 
Constanza, moved by his pathetic plea, shares this texturally empty space with Don Victorio, 
disconnected from the accompaniment for a moment of recitative before the beggar continues his 
melodramatic complaining (and Gideon, her more typical doubling scheme). 
 Gideon makes a more dynamic doubling choice in Constanza’s aria in Scene 1, moving 
more freely between unison and octave, often on a bar-by-bar basis (m. 183-184). The effect 
borders on text painting: Gideon has composed Constanza’s singing as an exaggerated feminine 
wail in creating a vocal line that contains wider leaps than the preceding, recitative-functioning 
section.  Constanza’s more ambitious vocal contour, in addition to the more widely-spaced 
instrumental accompaniment, helps in illustrating her wail as an attempt to evoke sympathy in 




Example 3.6 Mm 181-191. Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestrating Vocal Support in Constanza’s 
Aria. Constanza’s vocal line highlighted for ease of readability. Pitches doubled at the unison or 
octave within the instrumental ensemble annotated with boxes. 
 
 
Gideon will break from her preferred unison doubling when it enhances the dramatic impact of 
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œ ™ œbJ œb œ œ œb œ Œ Œ ‰ œJ œb œ œ œ œ Œ Œ ˙ œ œ# œ œ œ œ# œ Œ œn ™ œJ œ œ œb œ
œ œ œb ™ œbJ œb œ ‰ œb j œ œ Œ œ œn œ œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œ œ œ œn Œ œ
œ Œ œ ™ œbJ œ ‰ œb j œj ‰ Œ Ó Œ œn œ œ œ Œ Œ œ œb œ œ Œ œb œ
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Ó œn œn
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œ Œ œ Œ œn
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œb Œ œb Œ
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of repetitions, doubling becomes less necessary, and the instrumental voices break off to provide 
a richer accompaniment rather than directly reinforcing the melody (m. 192-m.196).  
Example 3.7 Mm 198-200. Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestrating Vocal Support in Constanza’s 
Aria. Constanza’s line is highlighted, with annotations on selections that are not doubled or 
reinforced orchestrationally. Boxed material in woodwind and brass voices are vocal 
reinforcements of pitch, blended between at pitch and at the octave.  
 
 
Alberto, the frustrated husband and businessman, never performs a traditional aria with formal 


























too my heart cries, too. Al ways,- al ways,- al ways,- al ways!-
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œ œ œ œ œ œ w
œn ˙n ™ wn
œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ# ™ œJ ˙ œ ˙ ™ w
œ œ œ œ œ œ w œ ˙ ™ w Œ ‰™ œ œj ‰ Œ
‰ œ ‰ œ ‰ œ œ Œ Ó œ ˙ ™ w Œ ‰™ œ Ó
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material. This fact—Alberto’s lack of an aria—symbolizes his frustration as a primary character. 
He has a short fuse, and Gideon scores his singing accordingly with reactive instrumental 
accompaniment sonically representing his frustration. More than any other character in the opera, 
Alberto often is accompanied by quick technique switches such as the frequent pizz. to arco 
transitions in the string section as seen in Example 3.8, creating an agitated feeling for the 
listener. Further, both Examples 3.7 and 3.8 feature the horn with muted affect, creating an 
irritating and nasal accompanying sound. This timbral effect, in addition to scoring for the 
extremes of accompanying instruments, creates an underscoring of strain or discomfort that 
accompanies Alberto.  
In his “final straw” moment, Alberto is accompanied by instruments that are jumping 
around not only in register, but also in technique, moving rapidly from arco to pizzicato sounds. 
The tempo and instrumentation are also erratic, moving quickly from upbeat to contemplative 
and hesitant, and from the winds to the string family. The effect is comical: Alberto is a serious 
man trapped in a soap opera and the instrumental accompaniment illustrates his frustration with 
the situation. When he announces that he will storm off to pick huckleberries in the excerpt 
below, he is deliberately rejecting all of this operatic nonsense – he has no time to waste on 
either arias or his wife’s charity. The section ends with a humorous “blat” scored for the lower 




Example 3.8 Mm 303-311. Scene 1, Fortunato Alberto’s Outburst. Alberto’s line is 




In the one moment where Alberto sympathizes with his wife, they enjoy a brief duet: this is a 
singular invitation into the “sung” realm where Constanza dwells (example below). While he is 
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Example 3.9 Mm 207-213. Scene 1, Fortunato Constanza and Alberto’s Brief Duet. 
Constanza (highlighted) starts the duet at rehearsal O, and Alberto takes two measures to meet up 
with her in m. 210 for a brief duet. It takes them one measure (m. 210) to rhythmically sync up 
their delivery which lasts until m. 213. 
 
 
Fortunato makes his first appearance shortly after Alberto’s outburst, shy and afraid that 
his meeting with Alberto will be a continuation of his bad timing. Over the course of 60 
measures, Alberto and Fortunato continue their dialogue, with Fortunato explaining his dire 
position, and in measure m. 378 the piece moves into a true aria for Fortunato, which starts out 
with an inner voice: low-scored violin II. From m. 384 on, support for the voice generally 
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Example 3.10 Mm 374-383. Scene 1, Fortunato Expressive Scoring for Fortunato. Leading 
lines of primary, melodic concern whereas boxed material is supportive. Vocal support for 
Fortunato initially is voiced in the viola and then transitions to the cello accompaniment figure.  
 
 
Fortunato’s initial aria features a notably prolonged passage of muted strings, beginning in m. 
378 (after the violin II solo marked espressivo) and waiting until m. 400 to open the sound. 
Gideon keeps the range fairly narrow at the beginning by doubling the vocal part at the unison, 
which sets up a contrast with the extremes of instrumental range in the climax of the aria, during 
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Example 3.11 Mm 394-413. Scene 1, Fortunato String Detail in Underscoring Fortunato. 
Annotated with string section markings: m. 400 for tutti ord., m. 406 for upper string divisi and 




From m. 412 on, the tutti ensemble clears out to leave two voices standing: the viola and cello 
which transition back to Alberto’s more reactive accompaniment as he encourages Fortunato not 
to give up hope (m. 415). Fortunato leaves after being unsuccessful with his begging, and 
Alberto expresses his concern that perhaps it was Fortunato who was more deserving of his help 
than Don Victorio. At m. 470, we hear the string music once again as indicated by the stage 
directions in the score, and the melody closely resembles the street music we hear earlier in the 
scene, although more densely orchestrated. The stage directions indicate “reflecting,” as though 





















love my chil dren...- they're all I have in the world,
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Example 3.12 Mm 470-483. Scene 1, Fortunato Street Music from Alberto’s Window. Note 
the stage directions indicated at the beginning of the passage. 
 
 
The instrumental color is transformed in this moment. Gideon’s orchestration suggests a 
dynamic space: the source music begins at the window from a distance, and then moves closer, 
as Alberto resumes work, receding into the distance as the action continues. At m. 400 the stage 
direction reads: Reflecting, Alberto moves to his desk, absent-mindedly arranging objects on it. 
Street music is heard faintly. The stage direction that follows at m. 507 (Alberto gradually 
resumes work.) is accompanied by a more present dynamic marking (mp) and less subtle timbres 
(muted trumpet) as compared to the pale opening at reh. CC (Example 3.12). The source music, 
which doubles as underscoring, continues to fade into the distance, ending at m. 523.  
By using dynamic shading, in tandem with the overtone-deprived harmonics and muted 
sounds in the string section, Gideon is able to create the impressive illusion that the source music 
is not in a fixed location outside, but rather, is mobile. At this moment, where the instrumental 


































 (Reflecting, Alberto moves to his desk,
absent-mindedly arranging objects on it.
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music interacts with the scene unfolding, such as the subtle spatialization effects implied by the 
stage directions. When the music retreats for the final time as the instrumental moment ends, 
Gideon uses the solo violin in a natural harmonics passage instead of the muted strings; with the 
overtone content minimized, the sound is somewhat dampened, although louder than a muted 
instrument. The orchestrational choice Gideon makes is also one of practicality, as mute removal 
takes time, and the instrumental forces in Fortunato are modest: using harmonics in place of a 
mute serves as a more practical transition to ordinario in the next section.  
Example 3.13 Mm 500-514 Scene I, Fortunato Transitioning String Color for Street Music 
Cue. Note the harmonics passage in violin I which closely resembles earlier Introduction 
material. 
 
Gideon also utilizes the muted trumpet (mm. 507) to draw the listener further into the streets of 
Madrid, as she also used in the Introduction.  Eventually this source music is interrupted by 
underscoring with the eighth-note triplet motif from Scene 1 after the curtain rise at m. 43, just as 
it is in m. 524, and the disjunct recitative between Constanza and Don Victorio (and later, 
Alberto) continues: Gideon opts for rapid alternation between arco and pizzicato string 
techniques and quick interchange amongst the instrumental families, helping to create a feeling 
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(which tends to be the case for Alberto) and less sympathetic (a more traditional underscoring 
technique for Constanza and Fortunato). In the instance of reactive accompaniment the 
supporting instruments tend to be rhythmically displaced, creating a call-and-response texture, as 
shown in Example 3.8. In the instance of sympathetic accompaniment the supporting instruments 
Gideon not only utilizes pitch duplication to underscore the vocal parts, but also provides direct 
rhythmic support, as shown in Example 3.1. While these details of scoring are apparent in the 
piano/vocal score, orchestration is used to enhance the disparity between reactive and 
sympathetic recitative scoring. In the case of reactive accompaniment in Scenes 2 and 3, I also 
utilize more frequent technique changes to help highlight this categorical change.  
In conclusion, Gideon’s orchestration tends to support the voice through clever doubling 
at pitch that reinforces the voice in navigating through freely atonal pitch areas that are 
commonplace in the opera. The orchestration choices she made in supporting the vocal parts also 
created key characterizations for the roles in Fortunato, helping design an immersive drama, 
much like that of the Spanish sound-world explored in the previous section.  Because of the 
tendency to orchestrationally duplicate the vocal parts at pitch versus the octave, the 
instrumentation often tasks the interior voices with doubling the melody. This emphasis on these 
alto and tenor ranged voices continues during instrumental-only sections of the opera, such as the 
Introduction, or interjections of street music in Scene 1, helping to create orchestrational 
consistency throughout the work.   
Gideon uses inner voices because they encompass the natural range of the human voice: 
in the string family, the viola and lower violin parts are featured; in the woodwind family, the 
clarinet and bassoon; and in the brass family the trumpet and horn. Gideon often colored these 
mid-range instruments with mutes and stopped indications to facilitate better blend with vocal 
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lines. In the case that doubling at the unison in an inner orchestral voice is not desired or feasible, 
Gideon occasionally will double at the octave (either above or below) in an outer voice, as she 
does for characters in order to highlight their overly dramatic tendencies, such as Don Victorio 
and Constanza in Scene 1.  
Berlioz’s concept of the idée fixe, where characters are motivated by “obsessions” that 
manifest as motifs, is a technique that Gideon uses orchestrationally to help define characters 
like Constanza and Don Victorio, who have strong desires they play out in Scene 1. 
Orchestration, to every extent it can be used, helps to create effective and compelling drama in 
Fortunato and Gideon is a master of her craft. In the following section I will discuss some less 





Making the Drama Convincing:  
Unusual Sound Effects and Scoring Techniques 
 
  Fortunato demands a multidimensional orchestrational style, including source sounds, 
non-diegetic underscoring, Foley sounds,1 and more. Gideon built Fortunato’s orchestration 
more overtly than in her other instrumental and vocal music. As such, Fortunato stands out from 
Gideon’s standard timbral vocabulary because of these extra-musical effects and unusual scoring 
choices. In this section, I examine the unusual orchestrational sound effects, scoring techniques, 
and timbral effects that Gideon employs in Fortunato to make it an immersive and compelling 
drama. Because the orchestra is both responsible for underscoring the events on stage and for 
other musical details (such as the distinction of source music specifically meant to place us in 
Madrid). The comments on orchestration below are presented in score order, beginning with the 
woodwind family and the less conventional scoring techniques Gideon uses to sculpt and define 
the world Fortunato occupies.  
Gideon’s flute writing overall is not unusual for the twentieth century.2 She generally 
uses the instrument in its projecting range and passages for the flute are idiomatic, displaying its 
natural agility; however she often uses the flute as an instrumental voice to create timbral 
complexity in combination with other instruments. There are two exceptionally low passages for 
the flute that create a distinct timbral effect.  In the first instance towards the end of Scene 1, 
Alberto is finally ready to resume work after the interruptions of his wife Constanza, the 
 
1 The reproduction of everyday sound effects. In the cause of Fortunato the Foley sounds are supplied by the 
instrumental ensemble rather than prerecorded sound effects which is often employed in cinema or live sound 
effects as used in early Broadway and staged productions.  
2 Walter Piston, Orchestration. (New York: W.W. Norton Company, 1955), 114-127, 128-145. 
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meddling Don Victorio, and meak Fortunato. The leading line, a brittle, percussive passage, is 
written for both the viola and cello and colored and supplemented with woodwinds.  
Example 4.1 Mm. 265–69 Scene 1, Fortunato Adding Woodwind Color to String Lines. 
Highlighted lines are the primary/leading line and secondary colors are boxed. 
 
 
The woodwinds (boxed) are combined with the viola, and the ‘cello answers (highlighted), until 
the line tapers off with cello and low-scored flute moment. The transition of color is subtle, but 
the detail isn’t lost as the woodwind and string sounds are fused together.  
Another passage with unusually low scoring for the flute happens later in Scene 1 at Mm. 
372–73, as our diegetic Street Music, as indicated in the score, comes to a close. The use of the 
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flute as a timbral choice, adding to the diversity the timbre of what would otherwise be a solo 
bassoon line that occurs in m. 524–25, just before Constanza re-enters the stage with Don 
Victorio.3 
Example 4.2 Mm. 515–23 Scene 1, Fortunato Combining Woodwind Timbres. Condensed 
Score with leading/primary line in the bassoon highlighted and the low-scored flute boxed. Note 
the dramatic indication for the “Street Music” indicating that we have also moved from the 
diegetic to non-diegetic space.  
 
 
The bassoon is marked the primary/leading line in Example 4.2 because it’s the more dominant 
timbre: the flute is very weak in the lower 3rd of the range and is therefore supplementing color 
to the bassoon line. The rhythmic gesture resembles the one after the CURTAIN note at the end 
of the introduction in Example 4.3, but one in which Gideon uses the flute to add further depth 
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Example 4.3 M. 42 Scene 1, Fortunato Cadence of Introduction Establishing Triplet 
Rhythm. Full Score. Excerpt shown is of the end of the introduction, with the triplet rhythmic 




 The gesture as shown in Example 4.3 is presented in odd silence, making the listener question 
whether or not we’re listening to underscoring or source-sound. Both Examples 4.1 and 4.2 use 
the same rhythmic gesture at a cadence point: for Example 4.1, at the structural end of the 
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also marks the structural end of the Street Music in m. 523. Gideon occasionally uses a technique 
where the acoustic accompaniment provides foley sound effects and this is one of those as 
indicated by the dramatic markings in the score.4 Aside from these two moments, the flute part 
stays in a comfortable and even modest register for the majority of Scene 1. 
 Gideon writes for the upper-octave of some instruments to paint Fortunato losing his 
nerve or Alberto losing his temper. At m. 276-79 in Example 4.4, Alberto interjects in a moment 
of outrage, “My God, haven’t I just told you?” To add to the stress of the line, but without adding 
any additional strain to an already high Baritone part, the upper-range scoring in the woodwinds 
makes Alberto sound all the more exasperated. 
  
 
4 The score excerpt in Example 4.2 first indicated “Street Music is no longer heard” in m. 523, and “Constanza and 
Don Victorio enter” after the two-measure rhythmic gesture referenced from Mm. 524-25.  
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Example 4.4 Mm. 273-279 Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestrating Alberto’s Frustration. Full 
Score. Alberto’s line is highlighted while the woodwind family, being used in the upper range of 
the register, is boxed, as it is supporting the primary vocal line. 
 
The oboe is the most strident and dominant voice heard in the boxed two-bar passage from m. 
278–79. The high clarinet adds thickness and complexity to an otherwise thin sound in the 3rd 
octave register for the oboe. Gideon makes the most of the awkward and undeniable presence of 
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extremes of the register from the 3rd octave in m. 278 to the lowest register in the following 
measure. Because of the timbrally distinct and projecting quality of the oboe, this swift register 
shift is comical, as the oboe has an especially honky timbre in the lowest 3rd of the range.   
The clarinet is the most prominently featured instrument of the woodwind family in 
Scene 1. Gideon features the distinctive characteristics of its various registers. Gideon uses the 
clarinet in its high and abrasive register to help Don Victorio’s sound nasal and whiny. The bars 
just preceding and following rehearsal D at m. 73 have completely different timbral sounds, 
despite both of them being played by clarinet. The beginning triplet passage is in the upper range 
of the instrument, fairly easily able to control in the quiet dynamic. Directly following is a steep 
descent in register, where it fuses with the oboe line, scored in the middle of the treble clef staff. 
The clarinet is also capable of lovely dynamic nuance and shading, facilitating Don Victorio’s 
overly dramatic behavior. 
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Example 4.5 Mm. 71-75 Scene 1, Fortunato Traversing the Clarinet Register. The clarinet 
line is highlighted, annotated with range brackets. Note that the passage traverses all three basic 
ranges of the clarinet, each of which have distinct timbral qualities. The beginning of the passage 
contains partial annotations to Example 3.3 for further clarification of context.  
 
Don Victorio is the scoundrel of the opera: a villain, as he contributed to Fortunato’s dire 
situation in the first place. The dynamic array of tone color qualities allows the clarinet to 
characterize the personalities on stage, especially Don Victorio, who dominates Scene 1. Gideon 
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a bass clarinet (or perhaps English horn) to round-out the bottom range of an otherwise top-
heavy ensemble.5  
Fortunato is an economical piece, maximizing the possible individual contributions of 
each instrument. Because Gideon had intended Fortunato as a work for broadcast,6 the composer 
makes use of only primary instruments,7 and she scores for them dynamically. She created an 
opera more economical for potential networks, such as NBC.8 It is likely that she found all of the 
colors and nuances in shading she required with the “primary palette” alone – a technique I 
reference later in my discussion of her economy of composition.  
Gideon’s treatment of the bassoon, an essential instrument in this “primary palette”, 
occasionally borders on the virtuosic, even more than does her writing for the oboe which is 
quite demanding. She frequently uses the tenor register of the instrument for extended periods of 
time, even more than the clarinet. The upper register of the bassoon sounds very tense, without a 
great deal of available dynamic shading, but not as brazenly piercing as the clarinet in its parallel 
register. Gideon uses the bassoon in the higher register frequently to underscore voices as it is no 







5 Walter Piston, Orchestration. (New York: W.W. Norton Company, 1955), 114-127.  
6 For a cogent discussion of Gideon’s plans for Fortunato as an opera for broadcast, please reference Jensen-
Moulton, “Sparring with Fate,” 166. Gideon’s plans for Fortunato as a televised production are also discussed 
further in Chapter 1: Works Composed Around the Time of Fortunato, 17. 
7 Gideon’s Portfolio List, outlined in Mary Robb’s dissertation, illuminates the composer’s propensity to use 
primary instruments over their secondary relatives. Mary Robb, “The Music of Miriam Gideon during the McCarthy 
Era, Including a Complete Catalogue of her Works”, 274-304.  
8 Doubling fees are a nice additional bonus to players, and they can greatly inflate costs if used for an entire 
instrumental family of an orchestral ensemble. 
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Example 4.6 Mm. 162–64 Scene 1, Fortunato Bassoon Writing and Extremes of Range. Full 
Score. Bassoon line, in the highest tessitura of the instrument, is highlighted. Constanza, who is 
at the height of her dramatic energy is colored by the equally tense register of the accompanying 
bassoon line. To add to the drama of the moment, the bassoon immediately drops in register at 




Constanza’s character is often accompanied by woodwind voices in upper rangers of their 
registers, much like Don Victorio’s overly dramatic character. In Example 4.6, Constanza, an 
archetypal soap opera character, expresses herself using the stereotypical dramatic techniques of 
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talking about a mad cat, and ending the entire thought abruptly—Gideon scores this pause with a 
caesura. It functions almost as a Brechtian stop – the pause that highlights the artificiality of the 
medium of opera.  
Alberto retorts in a contrasting vocal range with the orchestration supporting this 
dramatic shift: where everything was once strained in the higher registers of the woodwind 
voices (especially flute, oboe, and bassoon), Gideon now portrays Alberto’s commanding 
presence by scoring him in the low range. Not always in control of his temper, Alberto begins to 
occupy the same orchestrational space as Constanza, reflecting his annoyance with her 
moodiness and the mounting tension. To help convey that Alberto has reached the end of his 
patience, he has an outburst right before Fortunato appears with his own pathetic and small 
voice. What was before a complicated scoring, with extensive diversity in instrumental colors, 
using the extremes in a number of instrumental ranges, is now a uniting of the woodwinds in a 
more homogenous sound in m. 280. See Example 4.7 below for further detail:  
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Example 4.7 Mm. 273–84 Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestrating Recitative. Full Score. 
Highlighted lines are vocal, between Alberto and Fortunato. The woodwind family initially 
appears in the extremes of the range while accompanying Alberto, and into a more unified sound 
with closer range proximity when accompanying Fortunato. Example 4.7 builds on Example 4.4, 
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The bassoon is a wonderful transitional presence here, not only adding tension to the end of 
Alberto’s explosion, but also providing an emotional transition to the oboe and clarinet at 
Fortunato’s entrance.  
 Characters’ entrances and exits are of particular interest because they are often some of 
the most orchestrationally detailed moments in Scene 1. Gideon again uses the orchestra to 
create Foley effects that add depth. For example, Don Victorio’s grand exit at the end of Scene 1. 
One of the more comedic moments exemplifying this technique is shown in Example 4.8. Here, 
Don Victorio, demanding full attention, says “please throw me down the stairs” and the orchestra 
responds with a “splat”: a comedic, almost cartoonish sonic representation of a body landing at 
the bottom of a stairwell. In a full orchestra setting, I am certain Gideon would have made the 
“splat” in m. 628 a tutti brass section moment. Instead the horn is used in place of what would 
likely have been a tuba, emitting a sound less pitched and more percussive than demanded by the 
Foley.  Like the tutti section examined previously, the entrances of the trumpet and horn are 
delayed until the very end of the passage.  
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Example 4.8 Mm. 610–18 Scene 1, Fortunato Foley Sounds. Full Score with Foley “blat” 




As stated earlier, most of Gideon’s writing for the string section is very detailed. In fact, 
she is more particular with the string writing than any other instrumental family. She utilizes the 
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uses divisi in almost all of the parts. The first violin part is marked solo, with the other stand 
divided out into  pizzicato/arco combinations. In the event that only two of each secondary stand 
are available, the effect can be achieved with a left hand pizzicato, although this can be 
awkward. The first violinists with the divided passage (the blend of pizzicato and arco sounds) 
are marked with the Italian term gli altri (the others). Such careful consideration of divisi 
techniques in what is a relatively modest string ensemble is one of the many ways in which 
Gideon uses the orchestration to broaden her color palette.  
Example 4.9 Mm. 35–41 Scene 1, Fortunato String Writing Detail. Highlighted lines are the 
lead/melodic concern. The lines marked solo on the instrumental indications on the left double 
the melodic line in vacant-sounding octaves, whereas the viola is rhythmically displaced, and 
also marked gli altri, creating the orchestrational effect of a false pedal,9 as used in the opening 
to the introduction. The false pedal creates orchestrational resonance, in this case, with the violas 





9 For further discussion of the false pedal, see example 2.4 in Chapter 2, which describes the orchestrational effect in 
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Later, Gideon orchestrates Fortunato’s idée fixe (which Don Victorio whistles in Scene 2) in a 
way that imitates the sound of a whistle, foreshadowing this effect. Gideon utilizes a mix of 
harmonics and muted arco sounds. The passage for violin is notated as artificial harmonics 
imitating the rich and varied sound of whistling.10 In Scenes 2 and 3, I chose to notate harmonics 
in an artificial melodic configuration (as shown in Example 4.10 below) as parallel “touch four” 
harmonics. 
Example 4.10 Mm. 500–14 Scene 1, Fortunato String Harmonics Writing. Condensed Score. 
Highlighted passage for violin I is written as natural harmonics with the resultant pitch indicated 





Gideon often uses caricatures commonly associated with an instrument to help add dramatic 
depth to the scene. In an argument between Constanza and Alberto around rehearsal Q, the 
 
10 Whistling is an extended vocal technique which generally sits in the register in the ledger lines above the grand 
staff, being somewhat high in pitch, more so than traditional singing technique. When you traverse range, from the 
lowest end of the grand staff to the highest, you reduce overtone content you can hear: the lower the pitch, the more 
overtone content that sounding pitch has. Because of the range of whistling technique, the timbre is low in overtone 
content, much like that of a string harmonic, where the overtone content of the note is reduced. Natural harmonics, 
which are indeed naturally occurring on a string instrument, have more overtone content than False harmonics, 
which result in a tone even more devoid of overtone content which generally creates a “richness” in the sound. 
Harmonics, both natural and artificial/false, lack the overtone content of a regularly bowed pitch, and therefore 
sound more whistle-like, and pure. For more information about natural and artificial harmonics, please see Walter 
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orchestra provides text painting to help underscore the tension in the two vocal parts, largely 
supplied by the inner woodwind and string voices. After their exchange, we hear a spirited 
instrumental music, again, favoring an “inner voice”— the bassoon in its tenor register—which 
will come off as reedy, arrogant and stuffy, as though commenting on Alberto’s discussion with 
Constanza. The instrument has little richness in that register. Combined with the articulate dotted 
rhythmic feel, Gideon has picked the perfect caricature of an instrument to comment on the 
unfolding drama. 
Example 4.11 Mm. 233–43, Scene 1, Fortunato Writing for the Upper Tessitura of the 
Bassoon. Condensed Score. Highlighted passage is the primary line (bassoon) in its upper 
tessitura, which is a bold compositional choice with a distinctly stressed and reedy timbre. 
 
 
The “false pedal” or resonance for the bassoon line occurs in the violin, well within its meatiest 
speaking register. Even marked piano, its presence can be heard against the significantly lighter 
accompaniment in the cello parts; reinforcing the Spanish themes Gideon has already 
established, the celli play broken pizzicato chords a la guitarra. 
 Gideon also references instrumental caricature with other timbres outside of the 
woodwind family, making frequent use of the dramatic tessitura in sections like Example 4.12, 
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to Alberto,11 the viola takes a brief solo, then the cello takes the lead, perhaps suggesting that 
Alberto is weighed down by self-doubt. The change in register is a swift one: Gideon begins with 
the violin, uses the viola with the false pedal technique, followed by a deeper-ranged cello. At 
first the instrumental exchange is more hopefully, scored for higher-ranged and more optimistic-
sounding instruments. This transition helps illustrate a change of mood and outlook for Fortunato 
by moving to a more overtone rich and expressive cello line.   
Example 4.12 Mm. 316-333 Scene 1, Fortunato Transitioning Color in the Leading Line. 
Highlighted passage starts as a viola solo moving to the cello, underscoring the dialogue between 
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 In his aria, which begins shortly after Example 4.12, more so than during recitative and dialogue 
preceding this moment, Fortunato gets to apply the expanse of his register, with the inner voices 
of the string ensemble serving as the timbral thread that weaves this orchestrated crescendo 
together. The majority of this section is scored for strings (again, featuring violin II and cello, as 
was used in the recitative that precedes the aria), with occasional woodwind and brass entrances 
in solo to trio arrangements, eventually leading to a tutti climax. 
Example 4.13 Mm. 374–383 Scene 1, Fortunato Transitioning Color in the Leading Line. 
Condensed Score. Highlighted lines show the transition of the solo violin II line (colored by low-
scored flute), to the cello voice. Example 3.10 analyses this same section, so annotations from 
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cello adheres these different, more soloistic colors into a line that is gradually changing in 
timbre. The woodwinds are broken up into a call-and-response pairing: flute and oboe followed 
by clarinet and bassoon. The cello provides the through line that connects these woodwind 
interjections.  
Example 4.14 Mm. 610–618 Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestration and Structural Relationship. 
Full Score. The call (flute and oboe) and response (clarinet and bassoon) are boxed, whereas the 
cello is highlighted. The role of the cello is picked up by the bassoon in m. 613. Example 4.8 
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Again, with Gideon’s preference for the middle voices, the bassoon picks up where the 
cello left off in m. 613, continues the thread that binds the section together. Gideon is sensitive to 
the voice, and the bassoon is not as weighty as the cello. This orchestrational choice also allows 
a little more attention to be drawn to the vocal part, as the string section is now unified as an 
accompaniment voice, allowing the section to close with an emphatic and final cadence that 
serves as a final punctuation to the scene. Conventional endings to the hyperbolic Don Victorio’s 
exit facilitate greater dramatic separation from any other character in the opera. 
The cello, as much as it is a suitable instrument to accompany and embody the character 
of Don Victorio, is also a fitting instrument to embody our lead character Fortunato as we’ve 
seen through the use of orchestrating his arias and recitative moments in Scene 1. He is the most 
dynamic character on stage: he has a role in all three scenes, each of which put him in a different 
situation as a way of testing his character. The cello part alone for Scene 1 is a significant portion 
of the work, and therefore the instrument is used with similar frequency in Scenes 2 and 3. 
 Continuing Gideon’s orchestrational string practice in my orchestrations of Scenes 2 and 
3 were a primary goal, while ensuring the future performability of the work. Gideon’s original 
orchestration of Scene 1 makes indications for solo or sectional divides. In the interest of 
reducing the forces slightly to make the work a chamber orchestra, I removed the solo markings 
in Scene 1: my orchestration calls for just one player.  
Because of Gideon’s restricted instrumentation, the double bass often gets to reinforce 
percussive elements of the score, especially when there is no percussionist present. The double 
bass, alternating between pizzicato and arco in a rather low register, sounds as a “pitched bass 
drum” taking the place of a more elaborate, and therefore costly, percussive option: a set of 
timpani.  
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In Example 4.15 (and other places in the score) where there are mixed techniques (such 
as arco and pizzicato combined), either part may have the technique indicated in parens to clarify 
the question of missing technique markings such as Example 4.15.  Often, the cello bows, while 
the double bass helps to articulate these entrances either in octaves or at pitch, depending on the 
desired impact. 
Example 4.15 Mm. 16-26 Scene 1, Fortunato Mixed String Techniques. Highlighted passage 
shows cello and double bass doubling with mixed playing technique of arco and pizzicato. 
Example 2.8 analyses this same section, so annotations from that example are also included in 
the example below. 
 
 
As this instrumental section continues, Gideon is able to create an orchestral crescendo by 
dividing out the different string instruments by stand and adding greater disparity in range 
between the arco and pizzicato events in the cello and double bass voices as the melody 
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more tutti moment for the upper winds as indicated in Example 4.16 as the clarinet, bassoon, and 
flute added.  
Example 4.16 Mm. 27–34 Scene 1, Fortunato Orchestration Detail in the Woodwinds. The 
oboe has the primary line, which temporary expands to the clarinet, bassoon, and flute, and then 
condenses back to the oboe, as indicated with in the highlighted passage.  
 
For a double bass part, the range in Scene 1 of Fortunato in this excerpt is fairly virtuosic, 
expressive, and at times soloistic when doubling essential cello lines, which is a general 
departure of the way the instrument generally fits within the chamber orchestra setting: to 
accompany rather than to be featured.12 There is only one spot where the score specifies a note 
written for the low extension of the instrument. For the sake of having the work performed as 
 
12 Example 4.16 and 4.17 are both good instances of where the cello and double bass are creating a dynamic 
accompaniment. While the oboe is the primary/leading line, the line of secondary interest is the dynamic one created 
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often as possible, Gideon writes ossias for the extension, such as in the excerpt shown in 
Example 4.17: 
Example 4.17 Mm. 359-365 Scene 1, Fortunato Double Bass Options. Highlighted passage 




There are a few places in Scenes 2 and 3 which would be nice to have written for the extension, 
but I ultimately found them unnecessary, and I was able to work around this typically by adding 
bass drum to the orchestration. Because the double bass sounds an octave lower than written, 
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more percussive in presence so I often found using bass drum in tandem with the double bass to 
be a viable substitute where I had wished for the extension. Further discussion of my 
orchestrations of Scenes 2 and 3 will be covered in Chapter 5.  
 In conclusion, most of Gideon’s orchestrational considerations for Fortunato fall within 
three parameters: to add further depth to the atmosphere of Madrid which is the background of 
the opera, to support character detail through dynamic instrumentation, and to give further 
dimension to the drama by having the instruments create boundaries in diegetic/non-diegetic 
music and foley sounds. Because Fortunato is a staged work that relies on the singers to be 
active advocates of the plot-points, Gideon uses the orchestration to add support for the voices in 
more subtle ways, such as doublings in inner voices at key moments of structural support to 
make the singers feel more comfortable. But she also allows the music to play a more illustrative 
role in supporting the drama. I observed these goals in orchestrating Scenes 2 and 3 in order to 




Orchestrating Fortunato: Scene 2 & 3 
  Very few discrepancies exist between the piano vocal score and Gideon’s orchestrated 
Scene 1, which simplified the task of orchestrating Scenes 2 and 3 in Gideon’s style. These 
scenes reflect the agenda of the first scene’s orchestration: to provide instrumentation that 
supports the vocalists while advancing the drama. While this chapter does not represent a 
measure-by-measure analysis of my orchestration of the two final scenes, the following 
examples stand out as dramatic moments in the opera that follow the guidelines set forth in 
Gideon’s own orchestration of Scene 1.  
Orchestration is one of the key elements that helps establish Madrid as the stage of the 
drama, and I found it important to continue this idea in Scenes 2 and 3. It’s reasonable to assume 
that the quasi guitarra effects in the string section, which Gideon uses for this purpose in Scene 
1, would have been used similarly in Scene 2, specifically at m. 308 where the score indicates 
that the Blind Man plays guitar.1 In order to create the illusion that the Blind Man is enveloped 
and enthralled by his music-making, the orchestration of this section does not rely solely on 
quasi guitarra effect. The feeling of illusionary grandeur, as we experience the source music 
through the Blind Man, as the Blind Man hears it, is created by enhancing and thickening the 
melodic lines with dynamic swelling and orchestrational color. As a result, this moment could 
not rely on string instruments alone to provide quasi guitarra effects. Instead, honoring Gideon’s 
dynamic indications in the piano/vocal score, the orchestration is a combination of underscoring 
and source music; the audience sees a guitar being played, but its sound passes from diegetic to 
 
1 After Conchita’s final line, the stage direction at m. 308 indicates: “She runs off. Blind Man settles himself, outs 
tin plate on ground, takes up guitar”. At m. 316, the orchestrated guitar effect begins, as illustrated in Example 5.1 
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non-diegetic space, and it swells from something still in the realm of reality to larger than life. 
Orchestrating the passage in Example 5.1 in this way also indicates a perspective in the sound. 
Initially the audience hears a guitar-like, plucked timbre and texture, an element of realism and 
source sound, which gradually changes in orchestral density to incorporate underscoring, or 
perhaps the illusion of what the Blind Man is hearing when he plays the guitar. Responding to 
both these considerations—enhancing the atmosphere as well as blurring the diegetic/non-
diegetic distinction—allows me to highlight this moment as one meriting particular attention.  
Example 5.1 Mm 306-329. Scene 2, Fortunato Orchestrating the Quasi Guitara Effect. Score 
in C for ease of reading. Stage indications at m. 308 indicate that the Blind Man plays guitar (see 
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In the example above, I have highlighted the pizzicato lines, which are most similar in timbre to 
the strumming of the guitar which Gideon uses in a similar fashion in Scene 1. I chose to 
introduce the pizzicato sound in isolation, as individual pitches rather than dyads or chords. 
Eventually, the cello takes on the role of strumming the sonorities, imitating a guitar in m. 324. 
Likewise, I introduce a more sustained voice first in the bassoon part in mm. 319-20 (which is 
light and gentle in this range). This eventually transitions into a combination of the clarinet and 
trumpet in mm. 323, bringing more substance and weight. The color change is slow, but becomes 
a much grander sound than that of a lone guitar. The gradual transition of instrumental color, 
from limited string voices to a much fuller ensemble, initially moves the audience from source 
music into source music enhanced by underscoring, muddying the definition between the 
diegetic and non-diegetic. Gideon does this a number of times in Scene 1 when the audience 
hears the source Street Music outside of Alberto’s studio as a means of giving moments for 
instrumental interludes, so I used the same technique during this moment in Scene 2 for the 
Blind Man. While the Blind Man is not a character of extravagance, this moment is scored 
without voices, and an instrumental interlude scored in a quasi guitarra effect alone would have 
been less compelling to listen to. Additionally, the use of parallel moments among scenes helps 
to create a sense of cohesion and organic unity throughout the work, a generally desirable trait in 
a piece of music.2 This is music the audience has previously heard: “But by m. 325, the Blind 
Man is ready, and Gideon indicates that he should begin to play ‘somewhat savagely’. The tune 
 
2 This is also my opinion but works with strong organic unity seem to withstand the test of time. One of the things I 
teach in composition lesson is how to achieve this feeling. There are a variety of techniques, but one might include 
using a strong rhythmic motif in a composition, or a particular harmonic sequence. In the area of instrumentation, 
creating unity between these two moments of source music also help reinforce the composition/structural details of 
the work, which is what effective orchestration should do.  
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he selects is not new to the listeners’ ears; we hear it as ‘street music’ playing outside Alberto’s 
house in the first scene of the opera.”3 
The beginning of Scene 2 opens with a similarly striking moment centering on Don 
Victorio, who is whistling the same street tune the audience hears outside Alberto’s shop 
window in Scene 1. To illustrate this moment, the first violin mimics a whistle-like tone with the 
use of harmonics, while the flute adds color with pale whistle tone technique. To help give 
definition to the onset attack of each pitch, which tends to be more apparent in actual whistling, 
lower string voices add articulation with pizzicato. The combination of colors, highlighted in 
Example 5.2 below, helps blend the diegetic sound of Don Victorio whistling and non-diegetic 
underscoring of the orchestra together in this introductory moment in Scene 2. The movement 
from the diegetic to non-diegetic is noteworthy4 because it creates 1) renewed attention to the 
music, 2) increased audience awareness of the presence of music and the role it fills and 3) 
creates a feeling of dissonance or uneasiness until the role of the music is defined.5 
  
 
3 Jensen-Moulton, “Sparing with Fate,” 117. 
4 Chion, Michel, Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen, ed. and trans. Claudia Gorbman (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1994). Chion is additionally cited because he was a composer of musique concrete, and while Fortunato is a 
staged work, and not a work for film there is 1) reason to believe that this opera, especially because of its length and 
format was meant as a TV production and would therefore have been filmed in its final conception; and 2) film 
music discourse as an academic study more widely discusses this particular sound barrier, I have incorporated these 
terms into my orchestrational analysis and commentary of Fortunato. As Joseph Torello eloquently distills in 
Michael Chion in Audio-Vision and a Practical Approach to a Scene from Andrei Tarkovsky’s Nostalghia:, “In 
essence, Chion postulates that music is a creative and transformative platform of diegetic space-time, the freest 
element of cinema’s dramatic resources and audiovisual convention, and the discursive element least conditioned by 
the need for plausibility which, to some extent, characterizes every cinematic production. Music co-irrigates and co-
structures the audiovisual discourse…” (Chion, 217-220); “music is presence more than music’ (192).” (112). 
5 In my opinion, the art of composition, even when using freely atonal language like Gideon uses in Fortunato 
hinges on a sense of tension giving way to resolution. We don’t hear tension and resolution in the transitional, 
harmonic sense often in Fortunato, but she does effectively use the movement through the diegetic and non-diegetic 
space in Scene 1 as creating a sense of orchestrational/timbral dissonance that resolves to a more consistent role, as 
the orchestra assumes the traditional role of underscoring.  
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Example 5.2 Mm 55-77. Scene 2, Fortunato Orchestrating the Whistle Effect. The 
highlighted instrumental selections show the whistle-like timbres supporting Don Victorio. 
 
 
Later, Don Victorio whistles this same tune a capella at m. 87-90 and again from m. 94-99 in a 
call-and-response with the orchestra. Because the melody has already been strengthened by 
instrumentation prior to this point, and was established in Scene 1 as the street music, Don 
Victorio can present it unsupported, after the initial statement allowed for a more playful, 
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Example 5.3 Mm 87-103. Scene 2, Fortunato Supporting Extended Vocal Technique. The 
highlighted line is Don Victorio, who is playing a call-and-response game with the orchestra.  
 
Having Don Victorio play a musical game of cat-and-mouse with the orchestra before Fortunato 
enters in m. 104 also helps establish him as a commanding and charismatic character, so much so 
that he is able to convince the orchestra to play along with his shenanigans. This textural display 
of polite heterophony makes him appear particularly persuasive. Gideon’s piano/vocal score also 
presents Don Victorio without accompaniment, but the purpose of including the trumpet as a part 
of the response to his call was to further evoke the sound world of Madrid, and make reference to 
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Scene 2’s dramatic purpose is akin to that of a montage sequence in a film, and helps the 
audience perceive the passage of time by having Fortunato confront a myriad of characters in the 
bustling streets of Madrid. I orchestrated the vocal support in Gideon’s style, providing 
doublings more often at pitch, and less frequently at the octave at key structural points.6 The 
Blind Man and his dancing daughter Conchita are the two new characters that draw most 
attention in the scene, owing to their orchestral accompaniments skirting the boundary between 
diegetic and non-diegetic. However, Conchita and the Blind Man do not have enough stage time 
to receive specific, individual, and character-based orchestral considerations such as the idée 
fixes the other roles like Constanza and Don Victorio have in Scene 1. Instead both The Blind 
Man and Conchita, by using the Spanish tunes referenced in Fortunato, contribute more to the 
sound world of Madrid than key character development by both contributing to the “El Vito” 
idée fixe than having individual character distinction as Constanza and Don Victorio are given in 
Scene 1.  
Scene 3 begins with an expansive instrumental opening7 of Gideon’s imagined circus 
music, where she annotates the score with circus performer markings like “Jugglers” (m. 28) 
after a registrally disjunct fanfare opening. Fortunato doesn’t appear until after m. 119, once the 
cacophony of the circus-goers has died down, as indicated by the stage direction “Fortunato 
enters, looking about. He carries a newspaper. He looks at the board with its sign, then back at 
 
6 Key structural points for pitch reinforcement, by my definition as they apply to Fortunato, generally occur in three 
locations: 1) the beginning of a phrase/sentence/musical line, 2) the end of a phrase/sentence/musical line, or 3) at an 
intermediary point which generally has less cadential significance, and function more as a “comma” if likened to a 
point of punctuation. Vocal support for Gideon also comes from doubling the voice at pitch, generally in interior 
instrumental voices.   
7 The introduction to Scene 1 is 43 measures, which voices entering soon after the final cadence whereas the 
instrumental introduction is a luxurious 118 measures, with voices having a rather delayed entrance, with Inez 
making her entrance at m. 146.  
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the newspaper. Inez watches him.”8 Amaranta and her assistant Inez are two new characters who 
only appear in Scene 3, and are the only two who interact with Fortunato, which merits greater 
timbral definition among the characters in relation to the leading man. Like Don Victorio, 
Constanza, and Alberto in Scene 1, Amaranta and Inez in Scene 3 have particular melodic 
tendencies, idée fixes, that are reflected and reinforced in the orchestration. Inez, the sharp-
shooter’s assistant, is the first to have a confrontation with Fortunato. Her rhythmic delivery 
often sounds excited or eager, composed with a dotted-eighth sixteenth-note rhythmic motive. 
Inez, a youthful apprentice to Amaranta, clearly looks up to her mentor.9 Timbrally, to 
differentiate Inez from Fortunato, I often chose low-voiced flute and low upper springs at the 
unison for her accompaniment, a preferred doubling for Gideon as per Scene 1.10 
  
 
8 Gideon, Fortunato, Scene 3, m. 119. 
9 Inez spends more time discussing Amaranta’s story than her own. Even without a personal backstory, she is a 
character of obsession, who looks up to her mentor and spends time relaying her tale. Gideon’s insertion of Inez’s 
character is unique: “While Inez is a rather depressed and un-energetic ‘dressmaker’s assistant’ in the play, in the 
opera she is the ‘adoring assistant’ to Amaranta, the world’s champion sharp-shooter; Inez attends to her employer 
with the utmost interest and physical devotion, creating a homosexually charged atmosphere within the last scene of 
the opera that is entirely absent from the play.” (“Sparing with Fate,” 127). The choice to score Inez’s character with 
close doublings helps reinforce Jensen-Moulton’s reading of the character, where the orchestration conveys a feeling 
of desired intimacy by close pitch proximity within both the woodwind and string families during her featured 
moments.  
10 Refer to Example 4.1 and 4.2, which discusses Gideon’s use of this orchestrational doubling of low flute and 
strings at unison. This combined orchestrational color, while used in Scene 1, is not tied to a specific character, 
making it a timbrally distinct color for Inez’s character.  
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Example 5.4 Mm 165-178. Scene 3, Fortunato Woodwind and String Scoring. Highlighted 
section draws attention to the doubling of wind and string sound at the unison to support Inez’s 
character. The flute here is in the low/mid range, which is a good range for blend, where the flute 
sound is not too prominent, but adds color to the violin line, doubled at the unison. 
 
The highlighted line shows the doubling at the unison in the flute and violin 1 under Inez’s vocal 



























Se- no- ra A- ma- -ran- ta, A- ma- ran- ta the strong, straight as an
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combinations of wind and string colors to help give definition to Inez’s character. Both the violin 
and flute are naturally clear and bright, which helps convey her character’s enthusiasm and 
interest even when scored low in the range. 
Example 5.5 Mm 179-190. Scene 3, Fortunato Woodwind and String Scoring. The 
highlighted selection again draws attention to string and woodwind (flute) support for Inez’s 
character. The flute is still in the low/mid range where it lacks a piercing quality and is instead 
more rounded, blending effectively with the string section.   
 
 
As Inez continues, I maintain a similar orchestral pallet to help give definition to her character. 
Amaranta, who enters later in the scene to enact a deadly stunt with Fortunato as a human target, 
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Poor Sa-ba- ti- no! He shot him- self!
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Example 5.6 Mm 248-254. Scene 3, Fortunato Orchestrating Support for the Chorus. 
Entrance of chorus is highlighted, which is a new element in Fortunato, and is unique to 
Amaranta’s character.  
 
In an effort to ensure that the sound of the chorus is preserved and supported rather than colored 
by instrumental support, I used the string ensemble for the majority of these passages, capable of 
the lightest dynamic shading, to aid in reinforcing pitch for the chorus. At times, the parts split 
off into canonic figures, and unison doubling at pitch in the string family helps with vocal 
support. Amaranta is also the only character (aside from Fortunato) with any substantial narrative 
backstory, and I envisioned the chorus as an effective way to highlight this distinction; it is as 




























and found a wa- ter- y grave!
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 Amaranta, however, is not always plagued by her past. In a more “present” exchange 
with Fortunato the conversation starts to gain momentum, and by mm. 294, he reluctantly agrees 
to be the human target for her sharp-shooting act as Amaranta proclaims “Now! Let’s try to out”. 
The interplay, which is effectively recitative between Amaranta and Fortunato continues, but 
Fortunato is not eager to become the human target for a sharpshooter. Their later conversation 
starting in m. 340, featuring an exchange of ominous percussive accompaniment juxtaposed 
against a more playful tambourine line in the example below, helps define her character as a 
loose cannon, and someone with a short fuse. 
Example 5.7 Mm 340-355. Scene 3, Fortunato Adding Color with Percussion. Percussion 
line highlighted for ease of visibility. Note the frequent instrument changes: bass drum, snare 
drum, and tambourine.  
 
 
When Amaranta requests Fortunato’s arm in m. 341-42 it is accompanied by a dreadful thud in 
the bass drum.11 To help enhance the feeling of her showmanship, as well as to blur the 
 
11 The addition of percussion to Fortunato is the one that is most difficult because the piano/vocal score gives little 
evidence of when to use non-pitched elements (Scene 1 does not involve any pitched percussion, and I stayed 
consistent with the instrumentation outlined in her orchestration for Scenes 2 and 3). In the case of m. 341-342, the 

























out your arm, please! One shot, and it's out!
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Are you a- -fraid? Do you know who I am?
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diegetic/non-diegetic boundary, which Gideon consistently suggests in the score, the snare drum 
heightens the tension of the exchange between Amaranta and her soon-to-be human subject. 
When her attention is temporarily diverted to tormenting Fortunato, and she asks if he is afraid, I 
applied the more playful tambourine to add levity to the dark situation at hand. 
In general, non-pitched percussion effects were harder to determine in the orchestration 
of Scenes 2 and 3. As with Gideon’s other choices in orchestration, any additional use of 
percussion in either of the subsequent scenes served to drive the unfolding narrative, as in the 
example of Amaranta’s exchange in Example 5.7. Similar occurrences in Scene 2 include 
Conchita’s dance sequence on stage in Example 5.8 as she twirls wildly to the accompaniment 
her blind father provides. The use of auxiliary percussion instruments gives Conchita’s character 
definition, while once again muddying the distinction between source music and underscoring, as 
the castanets are instruments that the dancer also operates during live performance.12 
  
 
moment to reinforce the accents present in the piano/vocal score. Not all accents are observed with additional bass 
drum, but at this juncture, Amaranta is particularly demanding and final about it, making the bass drum a good 
choice.  
12 Sautter discusses the early of the castanet as used in native Spanish dance: “In her classic work The Dance in 
Spain, Anna Ivanova cites very old Roman historical records indicating that Spanish women swung and trembled 
their hips when they danced, and that they also played a castanet-type instrument made out of shells. Wendy 
Buonaventura mentions that Romans noted this type of dance in Spain during the time of Ovid, who commented on 
a dancer from Cadiz. The dance sounds very sensuous in his description: “graceful her arms, moving in subtle 
measure; insinuating she sways her hips.” Juvenal “described dancers who ‘sink to the ground and quiver with 
applause’ . . . while the poet Martial recorded seeing them ‘swing lascivious loins in practiced writhing.’” Cia 
Sautter, "Women and Sacred Power," in The Miriam Tradition: Teaching Embodied Torah (Chicago: University of 
Illinois Press, 2010) 7.  
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Example 5.8 Mm 219-236. Scene 2, Fortunato Adding Color with Percussion. Highlighted 
passage shows the addition of the castanet part.  
 
 
The highlighted castanet part helps reinforce the percussive vocal delivery, in addition to serving 
the dramatic function of blending the diegetic and non-diegetic music in this section. I echo these 
percussive choices when Conchita returns later in the scene to help give the already-varied 
percussion array utilized in Scene 2 a little more timbral cohesion. 
 While I have provided an orchestration in a style that adhered to Gideon’s as closely as 
possible, I am certain that Gideon’s actual orchestration would have deviated in several ways. As 
with the decisions involved in part-writing, the voicing of one chord directly impacts the 
voicings around it, and the same applies to decisions of orchestration.  Gideon’s orchestrational 
practices contribute powerfully to an immersive sound world for Scene 1 that invites the 
audience to the drama, uses instrumental tone color to help enhance and give further character to 
the numerous idée fixes, and uses orchestration to support the vocal roles at pitch in inner-
instrumental voices, which are trends I continue through Scenes 2 and 3. What I have achieved is 
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undervalued opera on stage with chamber orchestra. Gideon left a wonderful blueprint in the 
form of her orchestration of Scene 1, and a set of parts, score, and orchestration of Scenes 2 and 






Process and Product, Conclusions and Futures: 
Orchestrating Fortunato and Composing Princess Maleine 
 
 One of the most important pieces of wisdom I received as a novice composer was that a 
piece is never really finished until it is performed. This sentiment highlights the significance of 
the process through which notated instructions are put on the page  and then translated into the 
reality of live performance. Following years of ear-training and listening, one can become highly 
skilled at observing a score and imagining what it will sound like live, but even seasoned 
composers are often tweaking and adjusting small details during the rehearsal process preceding 
a premiere performance. As Fortunato was composed in 1958, Gideon was already well into her 
career, and certainly her capacity to render an aural image of what the score would sound like 
was highly developed. Even so, it is likely that Gideon would have made a few small 
adjustments from her first draft if an opportunity to perform the work had arisen. 
 As a conductor I’m constantly aware that the realization of a new work requires 
flexibility, and often demands a dialogue between the creator (composer) and myself as the 
interpreter of the work. As a composer who creates realization as the conductor, sharing both the 
role of creator and interpreter has also impacted the way I think about flexibility in the form, 
structure (and beyond) of my compositions. If I am standing on the podium and something is not 
working in terms of balance or color, I am quick to make the necessary adjustments to the score; 
as the composer and interpreter of the work, I have a high degree of leeway with the edits I can 
make, even if the alteration is structural or otherwise particularly significant. I have this freedom, 




conductor alone.1 I often have the opportunity to work with composers on new works, and if the 
composers are integrated into the rehearsal process, I am able to make suggestions for particular 
fixes within the context of their pieces.  
 Because the initial translation of notated score to sound is so crucial, I found it 
particularly important in the case of Fortunato to address and document changes I made to the 
first draft of the orchestration of Scenes 2 and 3 after the performance. In the appendix, changes 
from the original to the premiere, which informed the final engraving of the instrumental parts, 
are noted to reflect exactly how the rehearsal/production phase of Fortunato changed my 
orchestration. The Curiosity Cabinet performed the premiere of Fortunato. Dedicated to playing 
works of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries that incorporate extra-musical happenings, the 
Curiosity Cabinet regularly realizes operatic works in performance. A number of the 
instrumentalists on the Fortunato premiere were original members, some of them having worked 
with me for over ten years. With such long-standing working relationships, the musical dynamic 
I have with many of these individuals is incredibly intimate, and they feel comfortable honestly 
sharing their thoughts regarding the writing (e.g.  how idiomatic it is, how demanding, etc.). 
Because of this collaborative atmosphere, and because I have written for many of these 
instrumentalists individually for the past decade, I have learned more from them about 
orchestration and instrumentation than any text could ever have taught me on the subject. Just as 
timbre and tone color are subject to the descriptive whims of the listener, and just as a friend and 
I might never agree on how to label a shade of red, my bassoonist and I might not agree on how 
the bassoon sounds below the staff. These differences in perception, and the conversations they 
 
1As explained earlier, this kind of flexibility also exists as the composer/orchestrator of the work: I can adjust the 
primary document (i.e., the piano/vocal score) to reflect the needs of the orchestration, even if that were to happen 




end up facilitating, have taught me new ways of hearing and understanding orchestration, and as 
a result have greatly informed my compositional practice, as well as my approach to 
orchestrating Fortunato. 
 In the same way that life events occurring simultaneously with the creation of a piece of 
music can dramatically alter and impact the content of the composition, the compositional 
projects I undertook while completing Fortunato had a deep impact on the way I approached the 
project of orchestrating it. I had started writing Princess Maleine in November of 2018, and I 
completed the full, two-act opera in June 2019. Princess Maleine was a commission from 
dell’Arte Opera Ensemble, a company known for producing both new works and older 
compositions that are rarely staged. Princess Maleine is an opera that had an existing libretto by 
symbolist playwright Maurice Maeterlinck and which had been commissioned to be set by Lili 
Boulanger; sadly, Boulanger passed away before the opera’s completion. My frequent 
collaborator Bea Goodwin was hired by dell’Arte to write a new libretto for the 2019 season 
performance. The resonances with Gideon’s work—partial completions, new libretti—were not 
lost on me. In particular, I found myself reflecting on the position of female composers during 
the first half of the twentieth century, when present-day academic and institutional emphases on 
dismantling the patriarchal power structures of the classical composition world were but a vague 
dream. Granted, having unfinished compositions at the time of one’s death is not gender specific, 
and neither Gideon nor Boulanger were completely denied access to the institutions of classical 
music composition that were, as yet, run by men. Yet, it seems significant that these large-scale 
projects were left underfunded and incomplete, especially in light of the structural tendency to 
circumscribe the work of music composition as a fundamentally masculine pursuit and the fact 




actual compositions.2 My undertaking of these two projects—indeed, my aim in writing this 
dissertation—was born in part of a desire to illustrate the studied labor that goes into 
orchestration, and to destabilize long-standing masculinist conceptions of the work of 
composition.  
 In this spirit, and given my simultaneous work on these two projects, it is pertinent to 
discuss Maleine, and my compositional approach to it, in more detail. Maleine is a story replete 
with strong female roles and fairytale archetypes that is set across a moral landscape of greed, 
selfishness, and harsh consequences. The story begins in the seventeenth-century Netherlands, 
where a King’s Fool acts as an omniscient troubadour leading us through the twists and turns of 
Princess Maleine’s fate. At the opening of the opera, Maleine is locked in a tower with her lady 
in waiting, Aleta, because she did not do what she was told and marry the Duke of Burgundy, 
thereby maintaining diplomatic relations with Spain. Aleta breaks them out of the tower and they 




2 Consider Alma Mahler: she was a creative individual who had a personal life that is often more closely examined 
than her creative one. Haste’s book Passionate Spirit: The Life of Alma Mahler contains much more discussion of 
her private life, and even the impact she made on other creatives, than her oeuvre, as revealed by the table of 
contents featuring only a brief appendix of her works. This tendency persists currently as the private lives of women 
in popular music genres are still discussed more widely than their creative output. Helen Davies, “All Rock and Roll 





Figure 6.1 Character Role and Descriptions, Princess Maleine. Divided by citizenship and 
annotated with typical vocal ranges assigned to each role which appears in the front matter of the 
score. 
 
 They unite, and the story goes severely awry. Prince Hjalmar is betrothed to the evil 
Queen Anne’s daughter, Ursula, and in the meantime, impregnates Maleine. Queen Anne, 
angered that her bloodline will not be in power, plots to kill Maleine. During a storm one night, 
Anne drugs her husband, King Hjalmar, and they creep into Maleine’s room. Anne proceeds to 
strangle Maleine with her wedding lace. Prince Hjalmar enters, sees what has happened, and kills 
Queen Anne and then himself, unable to live without Maleine nor with the murder he committed. 
The King concludes the story by explaining to Petit Allan, Queen Anne’s bastard son, that he 
must learn from his family’s mistakes and do better. The opera closes with the Fool’s 
questioning of fate: who is truly to say how one’s life will go? Or, to quote Goodwin’s libretto, 
“Which way is the way?”  
 Like Gideon’s Fortunato, the music in Maleine creates an immersive drama, with the 




Maleine’s initial tutti movement (Act I, Scene 1A) is essentially diegetic music. A selection of 
the string players is moved onstage at this moment, and they perform engagement celebration 
music, in costume. The rest of the ensemble continues to play non-diegetic music, underscoring 
the action happening between the guards Vannox and Stephano in a different space, on the other 





Example 6.1 Mm 1-9, Act I Scene 1A, The Engagement Party, Princess Maleine. Note the 
string section (violin I, II, viola, and cello) are all marked as being off-stage. The double bass, for 
practical considerations alone, is not included in this off-stage group because it is less mobile, 
and the switch to pit-position after Princess Maleine makes her escape from the engagement 
party, is rather quick. Because of the physical space and bi-tonal setting (the pit accompaniment 
being in one key-area, the on-stage string ensemble in another), the music at the engagement 





Another instance of diegetic music occurs in Act II, Scene 5, when off-stage nuns sing a three-
part chorale.  
Example 6.2 Mm 189-209, Act II Scene 5, The Murder, Princess Maleine.  Note the entrance 
of the 4-part chorale on the cadence point “sage” at m. 195. The strings create an ominous bed of 
sound for the off-stage source music. Woodwind voices support the off-stage vocal lines and the 
chimes (starting in m. 197) add another layer of source music, as they are supposed to be 
emanating from the church. The following pages involve more complicated accompanied 
recitative as the nurse arrives at Maleine’s chamber doors. The two sound worlds (the diegetic 
and non-diegetic boundary) eventually fade together at Prince Hjalmar’s arrival before we hear 
the nuns sing once more, this time supported by the full orchestra.  
 
 
This moment actually reprises a moment from earlier in Act II, when they accompany the Fool 
into the graveyard. Here, once again, the nuns sing a repentant text—“Show me mercy, wash me 
of my sins”—while Queen Anne and King Hjalmar depart the scene of Maleine’s murder.   
 Like most narrative musical works, Maleine also has many recurring motifs that are 




Petit Allan,3 and a choreographed moment with a kite, returns as a quotation at the end of Act II, 
Scene 3, when the kite once again appears. Strong recurrences occur for other characters as well, 
including for The Fool, who concludes the entire opera by reprising the same ethereal music that 
he first sang during Act II, Scene 2, when he is seen acting as a gravedigger—foreshadowing the 
fate that is to befall Maleine. A much shorter, and for that reason more malleable, idée fixe is the 
“cosmic” motive that first appears in Act I, Scene 1A, at which point Vannox and Stephano first 
encounter a comet, which is said to be an omen.  
  
 
3 This character was played as a woman’s pants role in the 2019 premiere performance, although the 
original was conceived as a child’s role. The creative team (director of dell’Arte, librettist Brittnay 
Goodwin, and I) discussed the matter, and ultimately decided on it being cast as a pants role because of 
the mission of the organization to provide educational experiences for a particular bracket in professional 
development intended for artists in their 20s and 30s. Brittnay and I lobbied, and ultimately would have 
preferred a child, either female or male, for the role. The libretto denotes that the character is specifically 
the son of Queen Anne, although our initial picks for child singers were also female, as the gender of the 




Example 6.3 Mm 56-71, Act I Scene IA, The Engagement Party, Princess Maleine.  At reh. 
16 (m. 60) until the end of the excerpt (m. 71) we hear the idée fixe, the “cosmic” motif in the pit-
ensemble. The string ensemble is still denoted as being onstage, creating the diegetic sound of music 
emanating from the engagement party. 
 
 
This quickly rising gesture, punctuated at its apex by an accented hit in the winds, reappears a 
number of times throughout the opera, most notably after Princess Maleine has devised a plan to 





Example 6.4 Mm 105-115, Act I Scene 5A, Ursula’s Chambers Inside the Castle, Princess 
Maleine.  This entire page is the “cosmic” motif, which is generally stated in three repetitions, 






Another quite typical idée fixe subject in Maleine is a love theme, which makes its first 
appearance in Act I, Scene 1E which begins as an aria for Maleine and concludes as a duet 
between Maleine and Prince Hjalmar.  
Example 6.5 Mm 1-20, Act I Scene 1E, The Tower, Princess Maleine.  This scene opens as an 
aria for Maleine (entering m. 9) and eventually turns into an accidental duet between her and 
Hjalmar, as he is unaware she is inside the tower he is just outside of. The full melodic strain (m. 
1-8) are repeated throughout the opera at key moments, or a fragment of the melody (typically 
the first 4 measures).  
 
 
This melody, or a fragment thereof, makes repeat appearances whenever the ill-fated lovers can 
be reunited, including in Act I, Scene 5B, when Maleine reveals her true identity to the Prince at 
the fountain, again at the fountain in Act II, Scene 3, and tragically when Prince Hjalmar joins 




Example 6.6 Mm 106-125 Act I Scene 1E, The Tower, Princess Maleine.  Reh. 91 begins the 
statement of the love melody between Hjalmar and Maleine, set as accompaniment to the 





Unlike Fortunato, Maleine is largely tonal, but there are forceful moments when tonal 
expectations are disrupted or left behind entirely. For example, during the previously mentioned 
moment when the string players are onstage in Act I, Scene 1A (see Example 6.1) they are in a 
different tonal sphere than the rest of the ensemble, who continue to play non-diegetic music. 
This moment of bitonality reinforces the dual nature of the action—and the contrasting 
emotional content of said action—at this juncture. Later, during The Fool’s aria in Act II, Scene 
2, the harmony is driven by the whole-tone scale in the A section, while the contrasting B section 





Example 6.7 Mm 131-151 Act II Scene 2, Gravedigging, Princess Maleine.  M. 131-m. 142 is 
a whole-tone area, largely driven by the ostinato in the vibraphone, harp and piano. From reh. 36 
(m. 142) on, the harmonic accompaniment returns to tonality, helping the listener make a formal 
divide between the A section (whole tone) and the B section (tonal). 
 
 
Finally, during the murder of Maleine in Act II, Scene 5, there is a moment when King 
Hjalmar—ridden with guilt and regret—snaps back at Queen Anne. While this moment is driven 






Example 6.8 Mm 164-188 Act II Scene 5, The Murder Princess Maleine.  Reh. 75 until the 
entrance of the nuns (in Example 6.2) is in a chromatically inspired area, beginning with a non-
functional chord before the rehearsal mark. The section includes increasingly difficult to follow 
melodic lines and abrasive intervals of 2nds in counterpoint as the King continues to realize the 
consequences of his actions and where he wishes to place blame (on Queen Anne).  
 
 
Part of the reason why I tended towards tonality in Maleine is because the story is an old one, 
and employing atonal writing extensively felt too modern for the retelling.4 Further, though, 
saving moments of bitonality and chromaticism was useful in highlighting and demarcating 
important moments in the drama, helping to add more depth and suspense by disrupting tonal 
expectations.  
 
4 I have a compositional preference for this style throughout my works, but also felt like this particular world, which 
is meant to feel folkloric and whimsical, would feel more inviting when using tonality instead of abandoning it. As 
the story for Maleine unravels we do encounter pockets of atonality, or the abandonment of a tonal center, but even 
these areas are ostinato driven, and therefore have a false sense of established tonality as we return to the beginning 




 The final aspect of Maleine that I would like to reflect upon briefly is the use of 
recitative. Recitative is generally absent in this opera, or at least it follows a much more 
Romantic period style of recitativo accompagnato, as used in, for example, the works of Puccini 
and Bizet. Fortunato’s approach to recitative is similar. There are arias and highlighted dialogic 
moments for characters because the text or music involves elements of repetition, but Gideon 
often blurs where one starts and the other begins. In both my work and Gideon’s, the use of 
sparse, declamatory recitative is generally absent.  
 While I was composing Princess Maleine, I was simultaneously working on inputting 
Gideon’s entire piano/vocal score for Fortunato into a notation software, and orchestrating 
Scenes 2 and 3 for the ensemble outlined by Gideon in Scene 1.5 I scored Princess Maleine for a 
similar ensemble, but with a few alterations:  
• The woodwind family also includes the English horn (oboe) and bass clarinet (clarinet) as 
additional secondary voices 
• The brass family includes the horn, but trombone takes the place of trumpet (mostly for the 
sake of range and versatility) 
• The percussion part (also written for one player) has an emphasis on mallet instruments 
instead of auxiliary percussion instruments, but much like Gideon’s, is an ambitious part for 
one player, and could easily be teased out into two individual parts 
• The string family does include the typical violin I and II division, but further division by 
stand are not included like in Fortunato, as Princess Maleine was always intended for single 
strings. Likewise, the double bass part is written for a standard bass without the extension 
 
5 Typically, I begin my work with a fully-orchestrated score, and then I condense the work—the opposite of 
Gideon’s technique. So, this procedure was somewhat of a reversal for me. I might speculate that Gideon’s tendency 




• Unlike Fortunato, Princess Maleine has a much stronger keyboard presence, with a Piano 
part and a harp part (and additional emphasis added with mallet percussion)  
Knowing that I was writing an opera with a similar instrumentation (while also orchestrating 
Gideon’s) presented a kind of orchestrational bias, or at least a possible influence. Gideon 
possessed an extraordinary talent for vocal writing; I also have a number of works that feature 
voice prominently and have composed more than one opera.6 Instrumental parts have generally 
necessitated more revision than vocal parts during my writing process. However, perhaps more 
than for any other instrument, mastering writing for the voice is incredibly situational, as each 
individual voice is so unique, and writing idiomatically for one singer might necessitate a 
number of alterations when a new singer takes on the role. For this reason, I thought including 
ossia markings for the vocalists would be appropriate. This was especially true for the role of 
Fortunato. Though described as a baritone role, the vocal writing frequently leads him into a 
tenor range, perhaps because Gideon worked with a particularly agile or high-ranged baritone, or 
at least had a specific singer in mind. The other parts benefit from a few options as well, but they 
might also have been cast more generically than the role of Fortunato, as they tend to fall into 
vocal ranges much more typical of their respective vocal fachs.  
Being able to organize a performance of my orchestration of Fortunato was part of the 
original trajectory of this dissertation, and I was quite aware that the rehearsal process would 
likely inform my final orchestration choices. Understanding the importance of the translation to 
performance and finding the support to premiere the work turned out, as anticipated, to be 
 
6 Those operas include Alphabephobia: Something Goes Wrong Everyday (2007), The Yellow Wallpaper (2010, rev. 
2016), Night, like Velvet: in Twelve Letters, and One Night of Excess (2017). Alphabephobia and Night, like Velvet 
are slightly looser interpretations of the form of opera, including sections of sung text, but with either more sections 
spoken/narrated (Alphabephobia) or with more emphasis on instrumental writing and staged elements (Night, like 
Velvet). The others mentioned are more traditionally operatic in form, with sung numbers and spoken dialogue in the 




especially crucial in shaping the final version of the work. Though the resultant performance of 
Fortunato was only a semi-staged event, I was able to get a viable audio recording of the work, 
which will be important in streamlining the process of other singers learning and studying the 
piece, and hopefully will make the opera more attractive to program and perform. Future projects 
for Fortunato, made possible by this dissertation and the premiere of the fully orchestrated 
version, will hopefully include a fully staged performance. Parts and score will be made 
available to the public, accessible on my ensemble’s website.7 
Conclusions and Future Directions 
 Clearly, the major aims of this project were to facilitate a performance of Gideon’s 
Fortunato, and to create an orchestrated version of the full opera, with parts, so that future 
performances could be more easily undertaken. In Chapter 1, I provided a template for 
demarcating style periods for Gideon, a topic which is ripe for additional research. Chapter 5 is a 
detailed summary of my orchestration process, and at the same time a commentary on a 
composer who created musical drama by a composer who is also preoccupied with musical 
storytelling. In this chapter, I also illustrated how orchestration and timbral considerations are 
not the only musical dimensions that effectively create immersive drama. In particular, this is 
also wrapped up in finer details, such as evoking the thought of a location (e.g., Madrid) and 
recognizing dramatic importance of the diegetic/non-diegetic boundary which is further 
discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 has also discussed Gideon’s style of orchestration in relation to 
the idée fixe, or, more specifically, how timbre joins with identifiable melodies, harmonies, and 
rhythms in her composition of recurring narrative motives. Aside from commenting on the 
orchestrational tendencies she exhibits in Scene 1 and their facilitation of a kind of template for 
 




my orchestrations of Scenes 2 and 3, I have also identified some less conventional 
orchestrational techniques that are used for the purpose of reinforcing the drama of Fortunato in 
Chapter 4. Finally, the present chapter has offered a composer’s commentary on a composer via 
my work on Princess Maleine.  
 As I suggested above, additional goals of this work have been to make visible and 
knowable the work of orchestration, and to destabilize misogynist conceptions of this work. 
Gideon was often perceived as a lesser composer by her male counterparts, creating massive 
obstacles in the performance, dissemination, and review of her creative works.  In terms of the 
future of women composers, my particular view is that though the patriarchal underpinnings of 
composition have not been excised fully, there has been much progress in this regard since 
Gideon’s lifetime. A number of awards and prizes dedicated to female-identifying artists have 
emerged recently, specifically in the genre of opera. For instance, National Opera America 
frequently supports new works by female artists; but, as a mid-career grant, sometimes it is 
difficult to create the preliminary materials and fund the recordings necessary to propose a new 
work without an initial budget. I would also note that ongoing female mentorship continues to 
change the gender balance in the field. Programs such as Face the Music (supported by the 
Kauffman Center), in which I teach, provide opportunities for strong female mentorship, as does 
the Luna Lab Composition program. As a final word on the subject, I would note that Gideon 
often fought against the label, and I feel similarly; I would like to be Whitney George, composer, 
not Whitney George, female composer. My identity exceeds my gender identification, and 
moreover, I frequently incorporate elements of androgyny into my performance persona and 




facilitate, will continue the work of moving contemporary composition beyond the patriarchal, 
exclusionary model of the past, and toward a more equal, inclusive future.   
*** 
In my opinion there is no better path to learning the complexities of one’s craft than 
through the task of creating. So many of my own compositional experiences have been built 
under the premise of learn by doing and make mistakes often. Style studies are incredibly 
valuable to a composer in mimicking the craft of another creator in order to learn the 
peculiarities and particularities of her style and technique. By eliminating the variable of content 
(pitch relationships, rhythmic content) and focusing on the color of the presentation 
(orchestration) I have found it possible to distill some valuable techniques to bring to my own 
craft. In terms of art influencing art, and life influencing art, I can now hear many similarities of 
orchestration between Princess Maleine and Fortunato; but I also retain, as a composer, the 
impression of Gideon’s signature:  It is far more rewarding to enjoy the illusion of watching the 
voice support itself instead of seeing the orchestral strings that defeat the sleight of hand. Work 
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